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From the Editor

With this issue, the former ACMR Newsletter metamorphesizes into
ACMR Reports, assunUng a new name, content, format, and appearance. The
major change in content involves the inclusion of one or two feature articles in
each issue, which will be refereed and copy·edited, in addition to
bibliography, book reviews, news and infonnation that regularly appeared in
the fanner NtwSlt:tlu. The Reports will continue to be published two times a
year: the Spring issue will appear around April/May, the Fall issue around
October/November. This inaugural issue of Reports features the first half of
•Autobiographical Sketches~ by Rulan Chao Pian, the preeminent scholar in
Chinese music, and a bibliography of Tibetan Music by Wu Ben. ACMR
Members are encouraged to send manuscripts of research articles,
bibliographies, book reviews, as well as news items. See information for
authors at the end of this issue.

The following contributed to the news and information in this issue: Han
Mei, Han Zhong'en, Liu Guiteng, Wang Ying·fen, Xiao Mei, and Xue Yibing.
Nancy Guy and Lee Tong Soon proof·read.

u



Autobiographical Sketches

Rulan Chao Pian

Having traveled back and forth between the United States and China so
many times in my life, I never thought that I would make my horne for more
than 30 years-just two blocks away from where I was born, the Mount Auburn
Hospital in Cambridge, Mass. That was April 20th, 1922. At that time Father
was a young instructor at Harvard teaching philosophy and Chinese. I was
given the name Rulan, which means "like an Orchid" and also because the
word Ian is part of Molher's childhood name. At home. and among family
friends I am also called "Iris" because as I was told, my parents were inspired
by the blossoms they saw in the &tanical Garden which was located near the
campus in those days. When I was two, and my sister Nova was one, my parents
took us to Paris. Since they had to travel to various places in Europe before
going back to China, they left us with a French family for ten months. I was
told that Nova and I sJX>ke French when we first arrived in Peking.

Life with our parents was not always easy. But it was full of excitement and
fun. Father's work, in research, field work, and in teaching.. took him to various
parts of China and several times to the United States. In China, besides the
Tsing Hua University campus and inside Peking City, we had made our home in
Shanghai, Nanking, and during the Sino-Japanese war, we escaped to
Changsha, and then to Kunming. Thus the whole family (my parents, myself
and my three younger sisters) was constantly on the move. While there was a
strong bond within the family, we frequently had to face adjustments to a new
environment outside. This was at times difficult for me and my sisters when it
involved language changes at school, back and forth between English and
Chinese. (The French was long forgotten.) Before I came to Radcliffe as a
sophomore, I had altogether gone to six different schools in China, and five
different schools in the United States.

Both my parents had strong personalities, and both had lived exciting
lives even before they met each other. Although they have already written
and published accounts of their lives themselves, J shall briefly summarize
them here. My father, Vuen Ren Chao 0892·1982) was a native of Jiangsu
Province. At 17 he went to the United States on a Tsing Hua Fellowship and
studied at Cornell (B.A. in Mathematics, 1914) and at Harvard (Ph.D. in
Philosophy, 1918). But at Cornell he also studied physics, and at both schools
he spent much time studying music, and also began to take some courses in
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linguistics, which was a new field at the time. By profession Father was
mainly a linguist. After teaching briefly at Tsing Hua University he became a
permanent Research Fellow of the Institute of History and Philology of
Academia Sinica, and had done much field work on Chinese dialects.
Nevertheless, in China he was probably better known as a composer. Some of
his songs, published. in his Shin Shy Gt]yi (Songs With New Lyrics) (1928),
have remained popular to this day. While at Comell Father took piano lessons
from the wife of his mathematics professor, and sometimes baby-sat for them.
That baby was Raphael Hillyer, who later became the violist of the original
Julliard String Quartet. At Harvard Father took music courses under W.E.
Spalding and E.B. Hill. He also studied with Archibald Davison and Edward
Ballantine, who at that time were both young instructors. By the time I took
their courses, they were senior professors in the Music Department soon to
retire. From 1938 to 1941, Father taught briefly at the University of Hawaii
and at Yale University. From 1941 he taught at Harvard and worked on a
dictionary pro;ect sponsored by the Harvard-Yenching Institute. In 1948 he
became Agassiz Professor of East Asian Languages at the University of
California, Berkeley, and held this post until his retirement in 1960. After his
retirement he continued to live in Berkeley with Mother, and wrote and
published.

My mother, Buwei Yang 0889-1981) was a native of Anhuci Province. A
very dynamic person, she served briefly at the age of 20 as the principal of a
school, in charge of 500 adult women students. Later she went to Japan to study
medidne. When she came back, together with another Chinese woman doctor,
they opened their own hospital in Peking. That was before she met and
married Father. While Jiving and traveling with Father, she was constantly
involved in various kinds of social work and relief projects. She was one of the
earliest promoters of birth control in China.

My sisters and I often met people who knew about our parents and what
they were up to at the moment, better than we did. One embarrassing incident
happened to me when I was being interviewed during an entrance examination
at a high school in Nanking. The interviewer asked me about my parents.
When I told him my father's name he looked impressed. Then with a
mischievous smile he asked me, "Do you know where your father is at this
moment?" This was actually not a simple question. It happened that a few days
previously, when I was more preoccupied with the coming entrance
examination, Father had departed on one of his linguistic field trips, and (as I
leamed later) it was in the papers. But at that moment I only knew that he was
out of town. I could only answer meekly, "I don't know." Thereupon the
interviewer turned to one of his colleagues sitting nearby and said loudly,
"Chao Yuen Ren has gone to Huei-jou to investigate the dialect there." I guess
he was trying to impress both his colleague and me. There could have been
many reasons for which I failed my entrance examination. Whether or not this
was one of them, I never knew.

Partly because of our frequent moves my sisters and I seldom had the chance
to take formal piano lessons. Besides, my parents really could not afford it.
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Some of my parents' friends did offer to teach me piano while I was still quite
young, for example, Mrs. Her Lin I at Tsing Hua, and Mrs. Doong Wang Ruey
Shyan in Shanghai. (A close friend of my parents, Mrs. Doong was one of the
earliest Chinese students to study at the New England Conservatory. Her
grandson, Yung Shen, was my colleague in the Music Department at Harvard for
a while.) However, each time my piano lessons lasted only a short while. 11le
last time I took some formal lessons on the piano was at Longy School of Music,
under David Bacon. By that time, I was studying at Radcliffe and assisting in
some Chinese language courses at Harvard, so I was finally earning some money
of my own.

Father always tried to keep a piano at home, except when we were in
Changsha and Kunming during the war years. My sister Nova and I learned to
read music from a fairly young age, and we played the piano for our own
amazement-as Father often liked to put it. When I became a little more
profident, I often played simple duets with Father. We sang a lot from early
childhood, either with Father accompanying us on the piano, or more often,
singing a cappella with him in two or three parts. Schubert was one of Father's
favorites. But for the part singing most of the pieces were Father's own
compositions or arrangements. He used to carry a small note book with him.
Inside were songs with all the parts written clearly for us to read. Whenever
we were free either at home or outdoors, Father would take the booklet out and
practice with us. I remember once while waiting for a piece of registered mail
at the post office in Peking, the three of us sat on a bench and practiced with
the little booklet. When my two younger sisters, Lensey and Bella, were old
enough to join us, Father wrote some more complicated vocal pieces for us.
During our trip to the United States, we often sang together while Father was
driving on the long highways. In retrospect, I can tell that Father did care very
much about our musical education, although sometimes he made it look as if he
was just having fun. He rarely lectured at us. When he wanted us to learn
something he often used very subtle ways to tell us so, like leaving on the piano
a newly bought music score. Usually we learned to playa new piece on our own.
Only when we repeatedly played some wrong notes would he appear and
correct us, saying as few words as possible.

Some details of our life at Tsing Hua University where Father was
teaching (around 1925-1929) are still vivid in my memory. Our house, which
still stands today, was at the South Compound, a part of the university faculty
residential area. The Mei Yi Chyi's and the Hao Ceng Sheng's were our close
neighbors. Mei, whose son and daughters played with us a lot, later became the
president of Tsing Hua University for many years. Hao was a specialist in
Physical Education.

The famous scholar Wang Cwo Wei, who also lived nearby, used to go in
and out of the South Compound in a rickshaw. Each time we saw him passing by
we would whisper his nick name, "Wang Sheau-biaJl (Pigtail Wang)!" because
he refused to cut his old-fashioned pigtail, which everybody else did, after
the 1911 Revolution. One day we heard the news of his drowning in a nearby
lake, and Mother was summoned to the scene in an attempt to save him, but it
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was too late. I remember Mother describing the sad scene afterwards. Almost
sixty years later, I gave a lecture in Taipei. Afterwards an old gentleman came
to me and asked, "Are you lris·Nova1" The only time when people heard me
and my sister being referred to in this way was in the Tsing Hua days in the 20s.
Whenever we did something naughty together, or when my sister and I were
summoned for whatever purpose, OUT father or mother would call out to us, iris
Nova!" It was done so often that the whole neighborhood knew us by this
double name. It turned out that this old gentleman was Wang Cwo Wei's son,
who must have known us in the Tsing Hua days. He is now in his 80s.

Another vivid scene: there was a railroad track located not far from the
South Compound. It never bothered us until one night a car·load of ammunition
caught fire and exploded. I remember being awakened in the middle of the
night by the noise and looking out. The whole sky was bright red. The next
morning we saw injured people being carried to the school infirmary. To return
to some more pleasant memories: I remember when I was around six years old, I
had quite a crush on a neighborhood boy who was a year older than I. I suppose
I could consider him my first boyfriend. His name was Wang Yuan Huah. More
than fifty years later, I met him again in Shanghai. He is now a well·known
scholar and writer.

In our childhood my sisters and I were exposed mainly to Western classical
music because of our father's interests. However, I did have some interesting
encounters with certain kinds of Chinese traditional music. The earliest that I
remember was a song called Sheau Hair Tsay (The Little Cabbage) which I
literally learned from the street with my playmates in the neighborhood. It
was a rather sad song about a child called Little Cabbage, who had lost his
mother and was mistreated by his stepmother. It was said that some mothers in
the neighborhood found the song inauspicious, so they objected to the children
singing it. Although my mother did not forbid our singing it. she did comment on
the fact that there were mothers who did not like it. The song is a simple tune
of four lines, with the tune repeated again and again while telling the story.
The lines are short, each with only four syllables. Overall it has a rather
haunting quality. I also remember that in singing such 4·syllable lines we
usually made a one-beat pause after each line, thus resulting in 5-beat measures
constantly. This also seems to be a frequent way of reciting poems of 4·syl1able
lines in China. Much later, I learned that this was the reason Father had set
the poem May Buh Yau (Selling Cloth), which is in 4-syllable lines, to a tune
in 5/4 meter.

I remember also learning a couple of songs from the family maid. One begins
with the words, "Woo jio yeou geh patlq wa wa (In our home we have a chubby
baby)." It is actually a well-known tune for another text entitled Su Wuu Muh
Yang (Su Wuu Herding His Sheep). The other is about the sad story of Menq
Jiong Neu (The Lady Meng Jiang) whose husband was sent away to help build
the Creat Wall and never came back. Another song which Nova and I picked up
around this time was a piece about a purple bamboo flute. I do not remember
from where we learned this song, but we all liked it very much··including
Father-and sang it often at home.
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From 1929 to 1932 our family moved to Peking, where the newly founded
Institute of History and Philology of Academia Sinica was located. However,
shortly before moving. my parents went to Canton on a linguistic field trip, and
left me and my sister Nova in Shanghai under the care of our family nursemaid.
That was the time when I took some piano lessons from Mrs. Doong Wang Ruey
Shyan. Since we lived just a block away from her, I was free to come and go
between the two apartments by myself. One evening, on my way back home
after my piano lesson, I stopped by a candy shop and watched the store owner
displaying some new decorations. A man in the crowd picked me up and said
that he was going to buy me some candy, but I refused. As he walked away from
the store carrying me in his anns, I struggled and said repeatedly that I wanted
to go home. Finally he put me down and I ran back to our apartment I never told
anyone about the incident because I was afraid to be scolded for browsing in a
candy shop by myself. I did not realize how serious the matter could have been
until I was much older.

In Peking I went to Koong Der Grammar School. This was an eventful period
both within our family and throughout the country. My two younger sisters
were born: Lensey in 1929, and Bella in 1931. Shortly before Lensey was born,
Father one day absent~mindedlywalked off a moving trolley. He fell and
broke his right arm. His arm was in a cast for SO long that he learned to write
quite competently with his left hand. About the same time Nova came down
with pneumonia. One year later, I had scarlet fever. Fortunately we all
recovered.

The big event in the country during this time was, of course, the Japanese
invasion of Northeast China. One morning, while reading the newspapers
Father said to us, "Oh, oh, our friend Mr. Hao Geng Sheng is now in Japan!"
meaning that the Japanese had occupied the City of Shenyang. That was the
"Incident of September the Eighteenth." A week later many of our friends who
escaped from Shenyang began to arrive in Peking. Our house, which was owned
by the Academia Sinica, was an unusually large building. So we put up many of
them temporarily. At one point there must have been at least 30 poople in the
house. They were sleeping in the living room, the study and the hallways.
Cooking for them of course was a big task for Mother and the servants.

Another event happened toward the end of that year, which was
unforgettable for me. Shyu Jyh Mo, the well~known modem"ay Chinese poet,
who was a close friend of my parents, often came to play Mahjong with them.
Besides his poetic and dramatic works, Shyu was also the author of the poem
Hae ¥unn {The Sea Rhyme) which Father had set as a fairly large-scale
choral composition, and which has been sung often by Ginese choruses. The
evening just before Shyu left for Shanghai, he was at our house. While the
grown·ups were playing Mahjong. 1 was browsing in my father's study and
discovered a copy of a Chinese translation of Peter Pan. I started to read it
while sitting on top of Father's desk. Then Shyu came into the study. He
hugged me and said repeatedly, "My little friend, I am going away tomorrow.
Will you miss me?" I was so engrossed in the book that I only found him
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bothersome. I nudged him until he left the room. The next evening, a phone-call
came which told Father that Shyu had been killed in an airplane accident.

During the days when 1was at Koong Der Grammar School in Peking, there
were some musical plays designed for young people, which were very popular
among my friends and classmates. I too learned to sing and acted out some of
these plays with them, For example, there were: Ma Chiueh Yeu Sheau Hair
(The Sparrow and the Little Boy), Sheau Sheau Huah Jill (The Little Painter),
Pwu Taur Shian Tzyy (The Grape Fairy), Yueh Ming Jy Yeh (The Moonlit
NighU, etc. We spent so much time singing and acting out these plays to amuse
our friends and ourselves that eventually the school authorities felt we were
spending too much time away from our studies. So they issued an order
forbidding us to sing these songs for quite a while. At least that was the reason
given to us for banning these musical activities.

These musical plays, which were composed by the popular composer Li Iiin
Huei 0891-1967), contain many adaptations of Chinese traditional and folk
tunes. Sometimes even Western folk tunes were incorporated. Indeed. it was from
these children's musicals that I became acquainted with some outstanding
Chinese traditional tunes such as Chaur Tilln Tzyy (Approaching the Son of
Heaven), Yin Neou Sy (The Silver Twisted Silk), etc. Some years later, I also
discovered that the opening song in The Sparrow and The Little Boy was based
upon an Irish tune called The Galway Piper.

During my childhood years in Peking, I had very little opportunity to come
in contact with the Peking Opera. I only vaguely knew what it was. But one
interesting incident remains vivid in my mind. That was around 1929, when Mei
Lanfang was preparing to make his historic trip to the United States. One day
he came to see Father, wanting to consult him on some questions about the
Chinese language, in preparation for his talks during his trip. The servants in
the house all got quite excited, and I heard them whispering to each other,
"Mei Lanfang is coming! Mei Lanfang is coming!" Ordinarily when there were
guests coming to our house, the servants would simply go about preparing tea
and refreshments at Mother's orders. They would never bother who the guests
were. This time, while I did not know who Mei Lanfang was, it impressed me
deeply that the servants not only knew but cared so much about this particular
guest.

In 1932 we went to the U.S. again for a year and half, where Father served
as the Director of the Chinese Educational Mission in Washington DC. I was
placed in the 4th grade at Oyster School, which was near Connecticut Ave, and
later at Brightwood School when we moved to the northwest part of the city.
At Brightwood our teacher taught us about many different cultures in the
world. We learned to do an American Indian dance to the accompaniment of
drums; we learned about the lives of the Vikings. Our teacher once wrote a
poem about the Vikings:

I am a Viking bold,
In me you can behold,
Strength and true bravery. Etc, etc.
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When I showed the poem to Father, he set it to music and later arranged it into
three parts, which we sang often together at home.

The frequent visits of Chinese students to our home in Washington DC kept
our lives pleasantly busy. Many became our lifelong friends. I remember the
devastating Bank Holiday, when all banks were closed for many days in a
stretch. When a student called Father on the phone on one of those days and
said that he had no money left, Father responded: "Same here!" We saw
Franklin D. Roosevelt's inauguration, and we saw the end of Prohibition.

During our trip to the US. that time, my sisters and I began to be exposed to
a great deal of popular songs from the movies and occasional Jive stage shows.
We learned to sing some of them ourselves even before we could speak English
fluently. In fact (getting a little ahead in my story) during our years in Nanking
later on, and also our subsequent sopum in New Haven, we and our parents were
always fond of going to such musical movies. Some of the songs that we
continued to enjoy singing for many years were Stormy Weather, lAzy Bones,
42nd Stred, Shuffle off to Buffalo, etc. Our favourite was Smoke Gds In Your
Eyes.

Getting back to our Washington days in the early 305, I never seemed to
have much luck with my early piano lessons. 11le previous time in Shanghai, I
was nearly kidnapped on my way back home from a piano lesson. This time in
Washington, I again began to take piano lessons after school. The teacher gave
lessons using the school pianos in the auditorium. One day as I was waiting for
my tum, while another student was playing for the teacher, I became restless
and started to jump from one chair to another in the auditorium. The chairs
were steel·framed folding chairs. At one point I slipped, and this caused a big
gash on my left shin. I had to be taken to a hospital to have stitches in my leg.

In the fall of 1933 we went back to China, first spending a year in
Shanghai, where I went to Jyue Min Grammar School and graduated there. In
1934 we moved to Nanking where Father's Institute was located. Nanking was
also Mother's old home town. The Jin Ling Buddhist Sutra Press, founded by her
grandfather, the Buddhist scholar, Yang Ren Shan, was (and still is) in
operation. Mother began to supervise the restoration of some houses that
belonged to the Yang family. She also designed and supervised the building of
another house at a different part of the city, in which we lived for a couple of
years. One day while watching the workmen working and singing away, she
heard the leading singer add some comments in his song, as follows: "Here is
the rich lady who will live in the house that we slaved to build for her, ..."
Singing at this kind of work, of course, was very common. It was effective to
synchronize movements of several people together, such as lifting a heavy
stone to pound the earth repeatedly. Or sometimes they sang simply to relieve
boredom. Almost fifty years later, when we made one of our trips to Nanking,
again I noticed some workmen singing while laying bricks for a house.

The mid-JOs was the time when Nanking had just become the national
capital. There was much construction going on. Partly due to the threat of
Japanese invasion, which already had taken place in the north, the fervor of
nationalism was high. At school we all automatically became girl or boy
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scouts. I learned to play the snare drum, and frequently marched with my
schoolmates in town for various social and patriotic causes. I remember once it
was for celebrating the Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek's 50th birthday.

In Nanking I went to Ming Der High School for two years and then to Huey
Wen High School for one year. These were missionary schools, for which the
entrance requirements were less demanding than those of the public schools (see
the episode of my entrance examination interview above). While at school, 1
was academically not outstanding. to say the least. At both schools I had to
repeat courses that I had failed the first time. On the other hand, I was very
active in extracurricular activities such as performing in plays and
involvements in various musical programs. 10ere was one course in Ming Der
that I liked especial1y. That was a music appreciation course taught by Yang
Jia Ren, a man of lively personality and wannth. From him I saw the joy of
being a music teacher. (Later, in the 60s, I heard that while teaching at the
Shanghai Conservatory of Music Yang was among the seventeen faculty
members who committed suicide under the pressure of the Cultural Revolution.)
During those years in Nanking. there were various educational reforms. Father
was frequently asked to write songs for the promotion of children's education
and mass education. The song texts were mostly written by educators and
political figures of the time, such as Taur Shyng Jy, Wu Yann In, Chern Guoo Fu,
etc. These songs are stylistically somewhat different from the art songs which
Father wrote in the 205. With these Father also wrote some 2-part or 3-part
arrangements of which we sang a lot at home. In 1934 I even went to Shanghai
with Father to record some of these educational songs, with piano
accompaniment, for the Pathe Recording Company. The record was published
as Sheau Shilln Sheng Gt (Songs of the Little Teacher). I guess my untrained
voice was just right for such songs.

In 1936 there was a 3-day National Musical Convention held in Nanking.
Such an event was very rare. Leading Chinese composers of the time from all
over the country were gathered in Nanking. (It is true that many of them were
foreign trained.) At the meeting many songs which later became widely sung
were performed, some for the first time on this occasion, such as Hwang Tzyh's
heroic choral work, Chyi Jenq Piau Piau {Our Flags Are Flying), and Lii Wei
Ning's delicate piece, Yuh Men Chu Say (Out Beyond The Yuh Men Pass).
During the convention there was a performance of Hwang Tzyh's Knnq Dyi Ge
(Song of Resistance), another vigorous choral piece. The last line of the text,
"We swear to kill the enemy without mercy," was to be sung twice with
different melodic lines. However, even though the first time the melody ended
on a dominant seventh chord, which was supposed to create a sense of suspense,
due to the slowing down of the tempo and a long held note at the end of the line,
the audience began to clap enthusiastically before the final, concluding line.
Father became terribly agitated. He jumped on his seat and waved with his
program sheets at the audience in front and in back of him, shouting." Mei wan!
Hair mti wan ne! (Not finished! Not yet finished!)" but to no avail. The chorus
finished the last line, but was hardly noticeable amid the clapping.
Whereupon Father sent a note to the back stage requesting the chorus to sing the
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whole piece once again, wlUch they did. But again the audience clapped before
the final repeated line. Once more Father shouted and waved at the audience
around him helplessly. It was not long afterwards that Hwang Tzyh, the
composer of this piece, died of typhoid. He was only 34 years old. Oberlin and
Yale trained, Hwang Tzyh is recognized to this day as one of the most
outstanding composers in modern-day China. Some time later, Father was
asked by a newspaper to write an article on Hwang Tzyh and his music, wlUch
he did, and he concluded his article with the words, ''Not finished! Not yet
finished!"

In late 1936 Father was recuperating from a bout of malaria. One day while
we were all sitting in his bedroom, we heard over the radio a new patriotic song
written by a young composer called Nieh Eel. It had a refreshing spirited tune.
Father listened attentively while lying in bed. At the end he smiled and
nodded IUs head saying, " Hmm, not bad, not bad!"l1\e song became popular in
a very short time. Later, Father wrote a counter melody to it and we sang it
among ourselves often at home. That was some years before this original song
became adopted as the national anthem in Mainland China.

In general I paid little attention to JX>1itics and JX>litical figures inside or
outside China, in spite of the many social movements going on in the country.
Chiang Kai-shek's dramatic kidnapping in Xfan in December of 1936, and his
subsequent release made him a national hero. Even people like me became more
aware of national affairs thereafter. In July 1937, Japanese invasion began
again with the S«rCalled Marco Polo Bridge Incident. Bombing of Nanking was
imminent. We moved to Changsha where Father's Institute was planning to
settle at first. But the eventual bombing of Changsha while we were there
forced us to move further inland, to Kunming in southwest Olina.

To me the brief stay of five months in Changsha was really an important
period in my life. By luck, I was admitted into Jou Nan Middle School. As
usual, I participated in many non-academic activities. When the school knew
that I played the snare drum. I was asked to join various school marches which
in those days had the function of spreading the message of patriotism to the
public. I was known as 'The Northerner .. because at a school assembly meeting
I sang Father's song, Woo Shyh Geh Beei Fang Ren (I am a Northerner), the
revised Viking song, for which he first wrote the music, and later also rewrote
a new text in praise of the soldiers fighting in North China. At school I was
much influenced by my classmate. Su Chyn, who shared many of my interests.
By coincidence she was also a snare drum player. So we frequently marched
together. The only difference was, academically she was also a model student.
TItis encouraged me to take my studies more seriously. For the first time in my
life, I did not fail a single course throughout the semester.

While in Changsha we did not have a piano. Together with Father we did
a lot of part singing. Father seemed to have fun rearranging any song, including
the national anthem San Min luu Yih (The Three People's Principles) into
complicated part singing. I taught some of Father's arrangements to Su Chyn.
Once during the weekly school assembly meeting while others began to sing the
n<Jtional anthem, she and I decided to sing the accompanying melody in lively
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counterpoint, to the puzzlement of our teachers who stood nearby. One
characteristic of Father's music was his fondness for using temporary
modulations. Once while singing a Russian song "My Fatherland" which we
learned at school with Chinese translation of the text, I tried to harmonize a
phrase in a way that Father might have done, though I did not know
technically what I was doing. J sang it to Father, and he just smiled and nodded
his head. It was years later, when I studied Harmony at Radcliffe that J
realized that it was (hem) a secondary dominant on the submediant.

In Changsha we heard the news that our house in Nanking, with
everything inside, was burned down, including of course Father's lifelong
collection of books and scholarly journals. Fortunately Mother had once asked
Father what he considered his most precious possessions, and he said they were
his diaries (which began in 1906, when he was fourteen) and his photographs.
So just before leaving Nanking Mother packed all of Father's diaries and his
more than four thousand photographs into several packages and mailed them
to a friend in New York. After the first bombing in Otangsha, Father and his
colleagues decided to move the lnstitutd further inland, to Kunming. Having
traveled through many places in my life, I never left a place with so much
reluctance.

We spent six months in Kunming. It was around this time that Father
received an invitation to go to teach at the University of Hawaii. In Kunming
we did not go to school, but studied at home. In order to help us practice our
English, Father read to us every day a passage from Mark Twain's Huckleberry
Finn. Life in Kunming during this period was also quite eventful. Besides some
of the Institutes of Academia Sinica, several universities also moved to
Kunming, fanning the famous Southwest United Colleges, which consisted of
students and faculty members from the three universities Tsing Hua, Peking,
and Nan Kai. There were about two hundred of the students from these schools
who walked three thousand Ii (one thousand miles) on foot from Changsha to
Kunming. When they arrived we welcomed them at the entrance to the city
with baskets of flowers and sang,"It's a long way to Lian Her Dah Shyue (The
United Colleges).. ," to the tune of It's a umg Way to Piccadilly.

In August of that year (938), our whole family left Kunming for the United
States through Hong Kong. In Hawaii I was admitted into Roosevelt High
School in the 11th grade. I had little trouble with courses in algebra and
geomeby. But in the English class, the first essay that we were assigned to read
was Emerson's Self Reliance, for which t had to rely heavily upon Father's
help. What he did was to have me copy down all the words that I did not
understand, in the order of their appearance, induding repetitions. Then he
wrote the Chinese equivalent next to each word. This proved to be a very
efficient way for me to learn and increase my vocabulary. At the same time I
also assisted Mother in teaching Mandarin to some local Chinese friends who
spoke mainly Cantonese.

Besides his classes, Father was often asked to give public lectures on
Chinese music. Usually my sister Nova and I would help him with
demonstrations. In this way we also learned some traditional Chinese songs
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which we had never learned before, such as Muh Torng Ge (Song of the
Cowherd Boy). Shyr Mau Ntu Lang (The Fashionable Girl ), also known as
Maa Tour Diaw (Song on the Dock), and Shiang Jiang Lanq (The Waves of
Shiang River), etc. These songs are different from the work songs and children's
songs in that they are mainly urban songs for more adult entertainment. In
China my sisters and I never had the occasion to learn such songs either from
Father or in school. We began to hear some of them only when a few such songs
became popular in the Chinese movies. For example, the tune of Th e
Fashionable Girl became known as Tian Ya Gt Neu (Singsong Girls The World
Over), which was made popular in the 19305 after being sung in a movie by the
actress Jou Shyuan. Actually Father had written some interesting piano
accompaniments to a few of these songs in the early 205, possibly as composition
exerdses. However, for some reason he never taught us to sing them until he
began to give lectures on Chinese music in the U.S..

After the year at University of Hawaii, we moved to New Haven, where
Father taught for two years at Yale University. There I went to Hillhouse
High School for my senior year. During this time there was another interesting
example of Father's own way of giving us a musical education. While living in
New Haven, one day he drove us all to New York, where he found a pawn shop
on 3rd Ave that sold inexpensive second-hand musical instruments. There he
picked a violin, an oboe, a trumpet, and a cello for us. Even though what he
paid might be considered fairly inexpensive, it was an enormous invesbnent for
our family in those days. Father left it to us to fiddle around with these
instruments. However, Nova wanted to stick to her piano playing. Bella sawed
away at the violin for a while, but eventually also went back to the piano.
Lensey played the oboe faithfully and became quite proficient on it. I was at
first attracted by the trumpet, possibly because of its association with the snare
drum which I used to play. With the help of an instruction book, I blew at it for
some time. Later when we were in Cambridge, I took up the cello more seriously,
and formally took some lessons when I could afford it (at Longy, with Virginia
Bacon). At one point I even organized a small chamber music group with my
friends and schoolmates, and played some simple trios together.

I spent my freshman year at the University of Connecticut, at Storrs Conn.
Like my high school years, I did well in mathematics and physics, but had to
struggle much harder with my English course. But again my teachers were
patient and kind. That was the year when anthropology was first introduced
into the curriculum at the University of Connecticut. The course was taught by
Prof. Edward Burrows (whom we knew back in our Hawaii days). Taking this
course was indeed an exciting experience for me.

From about this time we went regularly with Father to the summer
meetings of the Linguistic Society, which took place at various universities in
the Midwest. It was at one such meeting that I first met Hans Kurath the
linguist, and his wife Gertrude, the dance expert. That was some time in the
405. When I met Gertrude again in the 80s at an Ethnomusicological Society
meeting, I asked her:'Do you remember me?" She looked at me for a few seconds
and said,"You are one of the Chao girls." It was also at one of the linguistics
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meetings, which was held in Berkeley California, that I first met George
Herzog. who asked me many questions about Chinese music that I could not
answer. At these linguistics meetings I did not understand much of what was
being discussed.. However, some basic ideas in the field did gradually become
more familiar to me.

In 1941 when Father came to Harvard to teach and work on a dictionary
project, I transferred to Radcliffe. First I enrolled in the Harvard Summer
School, taking one course in mathematics, and one in music. Up to that time, in
spite of my constant involvement in musical activities, I had always assumed
that I would major in some kind of mathematical or scientific subject. It seemed
almost expected of us, even though our parents never expressed their opinion on
such matters specifically. My second sister Nova became a chemistry major. My
third sister Lensey got both her B.A. and M.A. degrees in mathematics,
although eventually she switched to novel writing professionally. My youngest
sister Bella got her B.A. and M.A. in physics, and has worked in the fields of
astrophysics and archaeo-astronomy. As for me, it happened that the music
professor in the summer school course, Stephen Tuttle, was a much more
interesting teacher than the mathematics professor. By the end of the summer,
I decided to go into the field of music. In retrospect I cannot say that I had a
dear idea of a definite goal of any kind even after making such a decision. The
only thing I knew was that as I took more and more courses in music history and
theory, I found out that there were more and more interesting ideas to explore.
While in Cambridge, because our home was on Walker Street, which was very
near the school, my sister Nova, who entered Radcliffe as a freshman, and I
were allowed to live at home.

At Radcliffe (which soon became combined with Harvard) I took general
music survey courses from "Doc" Davison, and Prof. Edward Ballantine, both of
whom, as I mentioned before, had taught Father about thirty years previously.
The last course that I took from "Doc" Davison, which was shortly before he
retired, was an experimental course on choral composition (which he jokingly
called "Chorestration"). Father sat in on the course and did the homework as
well. In Doc's famous big survey course, Music 1, I remember most vividly my
section teacher, William Austin, who was generous with encouragement just at
a time when 1 needed it. Eunice Crocker was also a very patient tutor to me. I
took many courses under Tillman Merritt, from Modal Counterpoint to Survey of
20th Century Composers. Merritt said more than once that my motets had some
Chinese flavor in them. I wonder if that was due to some of my accidental
parallel fifths? Irving Fine was also a conscientious educator. Once we sang
Stravinsky's Persephone in Paine Hall, which he conducted. At the end, he
turned to the audience and said, "Since this is such a rare occasion for both the
performers and the audience, we shall perfonn the whole piece all over again."
Which we did. (As I am writing this report, which is almost fifty years later,
my dentist Dr. David Goldberg has just told me that he is Irving Fine's great·
grandson.> I joined the Radcliffe Choral Society as soon as I entered Radcliffe
and stayed with it for many years. Singing Brahms' Requiem under "Woody"
(G.W. Woodworth), and Bach's B Minor Mass and Beethoven's Symphony No.9
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under Kousevitsky were unforgettable experiences. I took courses in advanced
harmony, tonal counterpoint and orchestration with Walter Piston. Elliot
Forbes was my classmate in the fugue course. Together we witnessed the now
famous episode of Piston writing a fugue subject on the blackboard for our
assignment. When a student complained that the time given to us to do the
assignment was too short, Piston without saying a word went to the blackboard
and changed the tempo mark from Andante to Allegro.

t remember many famous musical figures who came to Harvard to give a
single lecture or a series of lectures. I remember Hindemith came to teach for a
whole term. He was a very lively lecturer. Each time he brought up the subject
of the cycle of fifths method of calculating the twelve pitches, he would wink
at me. I also remember Aaron Copland lecturing at Paine Hall, and Bela Bart6k
standing quietly staring at us, in front of the blackboard in Room 2 of the Music
Building. There was also Henry Cowell who pounded on the piano keyboard
with his fists and elbows. which caused much laughter in the audience. 11lose
were the days before the Core Cuniculum. But thanks to the generally liberal
p>licy towards education at Radcliffe, it allowed me to explore also various
areas outside music. For example. I took a course in history of art given by
Leonard Opdycke, a course in philosophy given by Raphael Demos, a course in
psychology given by Edward Boring (which was certainly not boring), and a
course in psychology of language given by George Zip(. I even took a course in
cartography when the Geology Department was still at 2 Divinity Ave.

Officially I belong to the class of 1944 at Radcliffe. However. in those days
we were encouraged to accelerate and graduate earlier. Hence by taking extra
courses and studying in the summer, I actually graduated in the fall of 1943.
Later I decided to continue on in the graduate school; thus I got my Master's
degree in music in 1946. Back in 1943 Father was asked to take charge of the
Chinese language section of the Army Special training Program at Harvard.
There were about two hundred men selected from the Army who were sent over
here to learn the Chinese language. Many Chinese students from Harvard
(including myselO and MIT assisted Father in the drill sessions. Eventually
some of these Army students went on to pursue their studies in the Asian field
and became leading sinological scholars. for example, Frederic Mote of
Princeton, and James Crump of University of Michigan.

The textbook that grew out of this program, Mandarin Primer, compiled
and eventually published by Father, is a highly concentrated body of
materials summarizing the essential features of modem spoken Chinese. It is
not an easy textbook either for the students or for the teacher. But for those who
are willing to put their full effort into it from the very beginning, it is a very
efficient way to gain both the active and passive use of the language. For many
years I had used this set of materials in my own teaching, and compiled various
supplementary materials, including the published work, A Syllablls to The
Mandarin Primer, which summarizes the main grammatical points of each
lesson, with additional examples. I myself also had special interest in the
introductory chapters of Mandarin Primer which demonstrate some of the
methodology of structural analysis. In fact I believe that my experience in
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working with such language issues also had some effect upon my musicological
studies later on.

In the 19405 the population of Chinese students in Cambridge was already
quite large. lnevitably some students wanted to organize a Chinese chorus
group. It seems interesting that while choral singing is musically entirely non
Chinese, in modem times choral singing has become the most popular musical
activity among Chinese students everywhere. The songs that we sang were to a
great extent written by modem-day Chinese composers, or occasionally Western
works with texts translated into Chinese. I was asked to be the conductor for one
such chorus, comprising mainly of Chinese students from Harvard and MIT.
Since the Cllinese names for Harvard and MIT were Ha For Dah Shyut, and Ma
Shemg Lii Gong Shyut Yuann, the chorus was named the Ha-Ma Chorus for
short, which seemed especially appropriate. because the term Ha-Ma. was
almost homonymous with the term meaning "frogs."

In those days the male students greatly outnumbered the female students,
which limited our repertory in certain ways. We sang many spirited patriotic
songs which were mainly in unison. Some have rather interesting piano
accompaniment. In those days there were many China-relief activities in the
Boston area. Our chorus was frequently asked to perfonn at various functions.
There was a young man from MIT called Hwang Peir Yun, who often dated my
sister Nova. Eventually he became my brother·in-Iaw. There was also another
young man from MIT in the chorus, called Biann Shyue Hwang (or Theodore
Hsueh-huang Pian) who often dated me. Eventually he became my sister's
brother-in-law.

During our earlier years in Cambridge Tam Sheau Lin (also known as S. K.
Tam ), a young composer from New Haven, often came to visit us. A pupil of
Hindemith, Tam's musical style was quite unique among other Chinese
composers of his time. Once while we were at a dinner party together, he wrote
down a song for two voices which he composed on the spot. and had me sing it
along with him for the host and other guests. Tam was really like a member of
the family. Besides discussing musical matters with Fathcr. he shared recipes
with Mother, and advised mc not only on my homework, but also on how to put
on my make-up properly when I was getting ready for a date with Ted. I found
it easier to discuss with him my work at school even more than with my father.
Tam was encouraging when I had doubts about my studies. In 1946 he went back
to teach at the Shanghai Conservatory of Music. But two ycars later news camc
that he had died suddcnly of an illness. He was 37 years old.

In 1946 I got my Master's degree in music. At that time I was still majoring
in straight Western music hiStory. In the same year my daughter Canta (named
after Cantabrigia) was born. In 1947 I began to teach full time as an assistant to
Francs Cleaves in his Chinese language courses in the Far Eastern Department
at Harvard. By the time Canta was a year and half, at Mother's suggestion, I
took her to Berkeley to be under her care. That was not long after my parents
had settled in Berkeley. From that time on since I became more closely related
to the Asian Studies program, I audited many courses on Asian literature,
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culture, and history, and spent much time in the stacks of the Harvard
Yenching Library.

At this time Yang Lien Sheng was teaching Chinese history at Harvard. It
was he who first suggested to me to go back to the Graduate School again to
concentrate on the study of Chinese music history. Doc Davison in the Music
Department was also enthusiastic about the idea. Thus in 1950, while still
teaching Chinese language fun time, I became a graduate student again, but
this time on a hall time basis, in a joint degree program of the Music and Far
Eastern Departments.

Learning to use bibliographical and research materials was a new
experience for me. Richard French of the Music Department was a demanding
teacher. He sent us (a class of six graduate students in the Music Department)
through the stacks in Widener Library, exploring the tools of the trade. This
also made me better prepared (at least psychologically) when I had to take a
similar course on Introduction to Research in the Far Eastern Department.

Yang Lien Sheng was a man of many talents. Besides his own special field
of economics, he was a scholar of Chinese history, and had taught various
courses at Harvard and published in this area. He was knowledgable about
Chinese linguistics, and had collaborated with my father in the compiling of
the Conci~ Dictionary of Spoken Chinese (Harvard, 194n. Besides he was a
proficient amateur singer of the Peking Opera. Yang was watchful of every step
in the early stages of my training this time, since I was particularly weak in
sinological studies. After I had taken a few courses in Japanese language, which
was required for my studies, Yang gave me an assignment to translate into
English a Japanese article written by the scholar Hayashi Kenzo, which was a
study on a 10th century Chinese manuscript of a musical score for the four
stringed lute pyiba. This was among the body of precious manuscripts
discovered in the Duenhwang Caves in Northwest China at the beginning of
the present century. This particular manuscript is now kept in the Bibliothcque
Nationale in Paris. Drawing upon comparable musical sources still kept in
Japan today, Hayashi made a detailed study of the manuscript. What Yang
assigned me to do was to translate the entire article verbatim, including all the
footnotes, and look up as many as possible of the source materials both in
Chinese and Japanese cited in the study. Some of these materials I did not get to
see until some years later in other libraries, and some works in other countries.
Just the basic translation took me more than a semester. But the benefit I gained
from the experience was immeasurable. Another unforgettable assignment from
Yang was to study the life of an 18th century Chinese scholar called Jaw Yih,
best known for his Commentaries on the Twenty-Two Histories. Long after I
handed in my assignment. one day I happened to mention this to Mother. She
laughed and said,"Oon't you know? Jaw Yih is your ancestor seven generations
above!" From the 19605 on Yang had to reduce his teaching load considerably
because of ill health. But I still went regularly to him for any kind of scholarly
questions. In 1990, just months before he passed away, I told him the good news
that J had been elected an Honorary Fellow (Academician) of the Academia
Sinica. He was so happy that he was almost in tears.
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Besides Yang. I also constantly consulted several other coUeagues in the Far
Eastern Department, for example Glen Baxter, the late John Bishop, and James
Robert Hightower, who not only helped to correct my English constantly, but
also helped me with my classical Chinese, and matters dealing with Chinese
literature, on which they were all experts.

Back in the early 1950s there was an exciting new professor in the Music
Department, Otto Gombosi, the Hungarian musicologist. He was one of the few
faculty members I knew who would join his students after class, in a coffee shop
at the Square. I took a seminar and a reading course with him. That was when I
was introduced to several major works by Curt Sachs. I found Sachs' The Rise of
Music in the Ancient World: East and West an inspiring work, full of interesting
ideas. Gombosi also made me read Sachs' Geist und Werden der
MusiJ:instrumente,_which expounds the kultur-kreis theory as applied to
musical instruments. My Gennan was not better than my Japanese. It took me a
long time to finish the book, but again I do not regret the effort at all. Some of
Gombosi's comments have registered deeply in my mind, and continued to
influence my thinking. for example that music is written down only when there
is fear of its disappearance, or when it is transferred from one place to another.
Such ideas might explain some of the situations of Chinese musical sources.
Gombosi was a very popular teacher. That was why his sudden death after a
heart attack in 1955 was all the more shocking to the Music Department. I was
quite despondent, and for a while wondered whether I should go on with my
studies.

1bat was when John Ward appeared on the scene. He too brought in many
fresh ideas. At the same time, he was a much stricter disciplinarian. Soon he
set the date of my general examination. After the examination he immediately
urged me to make plans (with Yang's approval as welt of course) for my thesis,
and told me to hand in drafts of my thesis to them on a regular basis. I finally
decided upon the study of Sonq (Sung) dynasty musical sources. Alter the courses
on bibliography in both departments I was just in the right frame of mind for
such a topic. Furthennore I felt that while there are a great number of literary
sources on music dating from the Tang dynasty, they are not as precise in
technical information about music as are Sonq dynasty works. John Ward has
remained my mentor to this day. Ever since he came to the Music Department
ethnomusicology has become more established as a serious field at Harvard.
Students in all areas of music are encouraged to learn something about
ethnomusicology as part of their basic training. In 1957 at John Ward's
recommendation the Music Department invited the eminent Japanese scholar
Shigeo Kishibe to come and give a series of lectures. Kishibe is not only an
expert on Japanese music, he is probably even better known as an authority on
Tang dynasty OUnese music.

From 1958 to 1959 with a grant from the Harvard-Yenching Institute I went
to Japan for nine months. Part of my purpose was to look up the source materials
on Chinese music for my thesis; these could only be found in certain Japanese
libraries. At Kishibe's suggestion I decided also to learn more about gagaku, the
Japanese court music which still exists today, by learning to play some of the
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instruments in the musical ensemble. It is a kind of ritual music which is
believed to be a legacy from China dUring the Tang dynasty. The lessons on the
instruments took place at a Shinto shrine, the Ono TeruUlki finja, in the
Uguisudani district of Tokyo. There the court musicians from the palace would
come and give private lessons in the evenings. At first I l,.'Oncentrated on learning
to playing the horizontal flute, the ryuteki from 10gi Bunryu Sensei. Later I
also briefly learned some basics about the other gagaku instruments, the
vertical double-reed pipe hichiriki, the four-stringed lute biwa, and the
bridged zither toto, from several other teachers. Finally we were given the
opportunity to play in ensemble under the direction of Togi Wataro Sensei.
Among my classmates at that time was Robert Garfias, who was playing the
hichiriki.

Besides studying gagaku instruments, I had the chance to attend
performances of the Bunraku puppet show, the Noh and the Kabuki dramatic
shows. For my thesis I visited such institutions as the Seikado Library and the
Library of the Imperial Household. At the Library of the Cabinet, among other
things, I finally was able to actually see and even touch the 15th century copy
of the 13th century Chinese encyclopedia, the Shyh Lin Goang 1m, one of the
Sonq dynasty musical sources that I was working on. By the end of March, I
finally finished the first draft of my thesis.

There were monthly meetings of the Musicological Society of Japan.
Besides Kishibe, I met the notable scholar Tanabe Hisao, and also Hayashi
Kenzo, whose article on the Duenhwang MS I had translated. I also met Fumio
Koizumi, who at that time was still a promising young scholar just returned
from abroad. Once I was asked to report at such a meeting on some aspects of my
thesis. Fortunately, it just happened that my colleague in Japanese language at
Harvard, Tamako Niwa, was also in Tokyo at that time. So I prevailed upon
her to translate my talk into Japanese. I delivered it in almost perfect
pronunciation, but had a hard time understanding the questions being asked
afterwards.

During my visit to Japan, I also took a brief side trip to Taiwan and later to
Seoul, Korea. In Taiwan r had a rendezvous with my parents and my daughter,
Canta. Father was lecturing at the Academia Sinica. During this trip I also
took my first lessons on the Chinese zither, the chyn,}rom Mr. Uang Jenn Hwa.
The tone of the instrument was so soft that I could practice on it next to my
parents' bedroom at night without disturbing them. Considered from the point
of view of historical source materials, including the large body of musical
examples in notation, the chyn is of course one of the oldest and most important
musical instruments in China. However I never thought seriously about playing
it until I saw an old instrument in a second-hand musical instrument shop in
Japan which I purchased at a very low price. Later, a chyn repair man in Hong
Kong examined it and said it was at least three hundred years old. While in
Taiwan, I was also able to watch some rehearsals of a somewhat modernized
Chinese orchestra at close range. Another pleasant incident was that through
Catherine Stevens, a former student at Harvard, I also met the Peking Drum
singer Jang Tsuey Fenq for the first time. I also had the good fortune to meet Mr.
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Chyi Ru Shan. the foremost authority on Peking Opera, and a former teacher
and advisor of Mei Lan Fang. One day Mr. Chyi gave a lively demonstration of
Peking Opera gestures, and allowed me to take many photographs of him.

After my stay in Taiwan, I was getting ready to return to Tokyo again. Since
my parents were also leaving for the U.s., and were passing through Tokyo, we
decided to leave together on the same plane. At the airport many friends came
to see my parents off. It so happened that Father was planning to make use of
this opportunity to give a short speech in the Fukien dialect, the dialect
spoken in Taiwan. He had once said and demonstrated that he could speak all
the major dialects in China-aU but the Fukienese dialect. Thus this was his
chance to show off what he had learned in Taiwan. However, just before we
boarded the plane, the guards at the airport discovered that my visa to Japan
had expired. Fearing that I might not be allowed to disembark in Tokyo, they
refused to let me board the plane at Taipei. This caused much confusion, while
all our friends who came to see us off looked on. After unsuccessfully trying to
persuade the guards to let me board the plane, I watched my parents and
daughter leave without me. It was some years later that I realized that with
all the disruption Father had missed the chance of his life to deliver his
Fukienese speech to his big crowd of friends at the airport.

Shortly after the Taiwan trip, I went to the city of Seoul for twelve days.
Professor Lee Hye Ku, the Korean musicologist of Seoul National University,
asked me to give a report on my work on the Sonq dynasty musical sources,
which seemed to be of particular interest to the Korean scholars. 'They found an
interpreter who could only understand Chinese, but my lecture was written in
English. So I had to look at the English text but deliver it in Chinese, while he
translated it into Korean. In Seoul I also had the chance to meet the
mUsicologists Professor Chang Sa Hun and Professor Han Man Yung. I visited
Sung Kyon Kuan Institute, where they were training dancers in preparation for
the annual Confucian Ceremony. The musical instruments for the Confucian
Ceremony are well-known for their long history. In Seoul I was especially
impressed by the spirit of the musical scholars, who because of the lack of
facilities in those days had to hold their meetings at various coffee houses.
Once when our meeting was held too long, and the proprietor wanted to close
shop, we simply moved on to another coffee shop and continued our discussion
there. In the summer of 1959, I left Tokyo and went back to the U.s. by way of
Europe.

I handed in my thesis the following year. During the Radcliffe
Commencement, I learned that I had won the CarOlyn I. Wilby Prize for the
work. The year after, J was promoted to the position of Lecturer in the Far
Eastern Department, a post which I held for the next thirteen years. In 1962 I
also became a Visiting Lecturer in the Music Department and began to give a
course on Aspects of Chinese Music. In the Far Eastern Deparbnent I continued to
teach language courses at various levels. At the same time I began to teach some
experimental courses in my own fields of interest. such as Chinese Performing
Literature, and. Materials from the Oral Tradition, etc.
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Back in the summer of 1960, Mantle Hood came to Harvard to lecture on
Javanese Music. He also taught a group of us to play Javanese gamelan music.
We practiced diligently and eventually gave a concert at the end of the
summer, in which I played the gender panarus, a kind of metallophone, and the
two-stringed fiddle rehab. The experience further encouraged me to explore
more of the living traditions in Chinese music.

Since the early 50s the amateur Peking Opera dubs in New York became
more and more active. l1\e members of such clubs come from all walks of life
among overseas Chinese, for example, businessmen, engineers, artists,
professors, etc. and some of their family members. They meet regularly to play
and sing together, and put on a public perfonnance once or twice a year.
Occasionally in such a group they would also have one or two more professional
instrumentalists-usually a fiddler. As I mentioned before, dUring my early
years in China I had very little contact with Peking Opera. Thus the
performances in New York were a wonderful opportunity for me to learn more
about it. As for Ted, he had even learned to sing selections of Peking Opera
arias (of both the male and female roles) long before I knew him. Many times
we drove down to New York mainly to attend a performance of Peking Opera.

In the summer of 1964 I decided to spend three months in Taiwan
specifically to observe the Peking Opera activities there (see more detailed
report in Chinoperl NtwS #4,1974). I regularly interviewed the 71-years--old
Mr. Jang Shii Hae, a former professional Peking Opera performer, about his
life, and recorded the conversation. With the help of Mr. Yu Dah Gang who
introduced me to many people in the opera circle in Taiwan, I was able to attend
numerous rehearsals as well as regular performances. During this trip I also
had the chance to go up to Wuu Feng Shan (The Five Peak Mountain) to observe
the singing of some ceremonial songs by members of the Saysiat tribe. One
unfortunate incident that happened this time was that the Peking Drum singer
Jang Tsuey Fenq fell ill during one of her recording sessions with me (see also her
autobiography in Chinoperf Papers #13, 1984).

In 1965--66, I got a Fulbright-Hayes Grant and thus was able to take a whole
year off from teaching and do my own research. I went to Pasadena California
where Ted was guest lecturing at the California Institute of Technology. I spent
much of my time transcribing and studying the Peking Opera recordings done in
Taiwan the year before. During this time I also regularly attended a seminar at
UCLA on ethnomusico]ogy conducted by Mantlc Hood. In that seminar there
were students specializing in a variety of musical cultures. Each term the
seminar tried to concentrate on one central idea, and have the class discuss it
from as many different cultural viewpoints as possible. That year the topic was
"acceleration." The added attraction of that seminar that year was that
besides Mantle Hood, Charles Seeger and Klaus Wachsmann also regularly
attended the meetings, and frequently joined in the discussion. Sometimes they
even got into fairly heated arguments among themselves-all to the delight of
the students.

During my stay at Pasadena 1 wrote my first article on Peking Opera, 1'he
Function of Rhythm in the Peking Opera," which I delivered at the
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International Music Symposium, held in Manila in April 1966. The paper was
well received. But to me it was a most invigorating experience to have met
many leading scholars in ethnomusirology for the first time.

In late April that year, I went to Taiwan again. This time, with the help
of Bob Hightower who also happened to be visiting there, we succeeded in
persuading Harvard-Yenching Institute to subsidize the microfilming of the
large collection of the so-called narrative-singers' promptbooks, which had
been kept by the Institute of History and Philology of the Academia Sinica for
many years. A copy of this microfilm is now kept in the Harvard-Yenching
Library and has been much used. While passing through Japan during this trip
to the Far East, I had the chance to call on R.H. van Gulik, the famous writer on
the Chinese zither, the~ as well as of many detective stories. At that time
he was the Dutch Ambassador to Japan.

In 1967 my dissertation was finally published by Harvard University
Press. One year later, when the annual meeting of the American Musicological
Society was to take place in New Haven, John Ward asked me to go to the
meeting with him. I was not planning to go at first, but he strongly urged me to
go. So finally together with Tillman Merritt, we drove down to New Haven.
There at the meeting I learned that I had won the Otto Kinkeldey Award, a
most prestigious prize from the AMS, for my book. I was totally speechless
when Jan laRue, the chairman at the meeting, asked me to say something. Now
that I think back, I could have told a wonderful story. This was in the late 40s,
when laRue himself was still a graduate student at Harvard, working on his
thesis on Okinawan music. One day he came into Boylston Hall, where the Far
Eastern Department was located in those days, showed me a passage from a
Chinese book, and asked me to translate it for him. IJ I remember correctly. it
was a fairly technical passage from the book on Chinese music by Wang Guang
Chyi. That was long before I thought of studying Chinese music myself. I said I
was sorry but I could not translate the passage for him. The incredulous
expression on his face is still clear in my memory. It could well have been onc of
the reasons that later on spurred me into the srudy of Chinese music.

It was around 1967 that I first met Bell Yung. at that time a Ph.D.
candidate in Physics at MIT, and already an accomplished pianist. He was a
member, and later conductor, of a Chinese students' chorus in the Boston area. I
had stopped conducting for a long time, partly because of my frequent travels
abroad. Once I was asked to give a talk in Boston on aspects of Chinese music,
and I wanted to demonstrate some modern settings of Chinese folk songs. So J
approached the chorus members asking them whether they could help me by
performing a few pieces during my talk. They very kindly agreed to my
proposal, and even came to my house for the rehearsals. That was how I got to
know Ben fairly well. Immediately after Bell got his degree at MIT he
enrolled in the Music Department at Harvard, where he eventually got
another Ph.D. in Musicology. His dissertation was on Cantonese Opera. We
have worked dosely together ever since on many projects. He used to consult me
on all matters large and small. Gradually through the years, [ have come to
consult him even more on all matters small and large. (End of Part I)
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Bibliography of Tibetan Music

Wu Ben

The following is a list of publications on Tibetan music in English (with a
few in other Western languages) and Chinese. Books, articles, reviews,
dissertations, and theses are included.
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Treatise on Music). Yinyue Yanjiu (Music Research) 57:94~.

Zhang Gumi. 1986. ''Tan Yushu zangzu minjian gewuqii (Tibetan Folk Song and
Dance in Yushu District!. Zhongyang Yinyue Xueyuan Xuebao Uournal of
Central Conservatory of Music) 22:56-60.

Zhang Qinyou. 1989. "'Anduo zangxi yuanliu chutan" lThe Origin and Change
of the Tibetan Opera in Anduo Areal. Xiumg Yanjiu lTibetan Studies)
32,110-3.

Zhao Puchu. 1988. ''Zangchuan Fuojiao" {Tibetan Buddhism]. Zhongguo
Dabaike Quanshu, Zongjiaojuan IEncyciopedia Sinica, Volume on Religion).
Beijing: Zhongguo Dabaike Quanshu Ombanshe (Encydopedia Sinica
Press],530-2.

Zhong Zhong_ 1984. jiarong zangzu minjian yinyue"(Tibetan Folk Music in
Jiarong Area). Zhongguo Yinyue (Otinese Music) 13:66.

_.1990. "Jiarong zangzu diqii zongjiao siyun 'Qinmu' yinyue" [The Tibetan
Religious Music Qinmu in Jiarong Area). Zhonggllo Yinyue (Chinese Music]
39,66-{;7.

• Zhonggou Yinyuejia Xiehui Sichuan Fenhui (The Sichuan Chapter of Chinese
Musician AssociationJ ed. 1962. Zangzu Minjian Gequxwm (Collection of
Tibetan Folksong), Chengdu: Sichuan Minzu Chubanshe {Sichuan Ethnic
Press).

• Zhongguo Yinyue Yanjiusuo (Chinese Music Research Institute) ed. 1959.
Xizang Minjian Gewu-Duixie (The Tibetan Folk Dangce-song--Duixie).
Beijing: Yinyue Chubanshe (Music Press).

• _.1960. Xizang Gildian Gewu--Nongma (The Tibetan Classical Dance-song
-Nangma]. Beijing: Yinyuc Chubanshe (Music Press).

_.1964. Minzu Yinyue Gailun IIntroduction to Traditional Chinese Music).
Beijing: Yinyue Chubanshe (Music Press).

• Not examined personally.
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Book Reviews

Themes and Variations: Writings on Music in Honor of Rulan Chao Pian. Edited
by Bell Yung and Joseph S. C. Lam. Cambridge and Hong Kong: Harvard
University Deparbnent of Music and the Institute of Chinese Studies of the
Chinese University of Hong Kong. Distributed by Harvard University Press,
1994. 360 pp., photos, graphs, transcriptions and analysis, bibliography,
rompact disc recording of excerpts. $34.95.

'Thirteen scholars from diverse musicological backgrounds have conbibuted
to this festschrift in honow of Rulan Chao Pian. Under the editorship of Bell
Yung and Joseph Lam, fonner students of Professor Pian at Harvard UniversHy,
this collection contains essays that "spans a time period between the early
ninth and the late twentieth centuries, and move geographically from East and
Southeast Asia to Europe, North America, and the Pacific" (7). 'These essays
are 'variations' on three main themes that pervade the honoree's diverse
research interests: musical notation (and its relation to transcription/analysis,
performance practice, context, music transmission, and tune identity), tradition
and modernization, and trans-regional/cultural musical relationships.

David Hughes' examination of the bigon-a nueme that had apparently
vanished as a result of changes in the modes of performance of the Gregorian
chant-engages in the search for the melodic meaning of the nueme within the
context that it had been used. Hughes cautions against the search for a single
"true interpretation of the trigon" (14) and asserts that all interpretations of
the meaning of the nueme found in different sources of the chant repertoire are
equally valid.

Joseph Lam discusses the relationship between the "notational
representation and contextual constraints" through an analysis of a collection of
arias from kun opera, compiled between A. D. 1784-95. Lam concludes that the
study of the "cause-and-effect" relationship between notation and its context
provides information on the culture that uses the notation, and particularly in
this article, information on the social status and level of musical knowledge of
the compiler, Ye Tang. The author's constant reiteration on the "plausible but
not provable answers" that characterize his conclusions raises an interesting
question that he asks in his concluding remarks: because of the "spiral of
unanswerable questions" that a research could unravel when dealing with
questions on context, 1hlow far should one trace the endless web of cultural
constraints?" (41).

By looking at what is not included in the notation of qin music, Bell Yung
adopts an interesting perspective in the study of notation. Yung concludes that
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"(w]hat is left unsaid in the notation sheds light on the special relationship
between the composer and the performer and, in doing so, has broad
implications for our understanding of the qin tradition and of Chinese music in
general" (55). Through constant comparisons between the Western and qin
notation, Yung asserts that every notation system is as adequate as is required
by the musical culture that is serves, and that each system should be viewed
from within their individual frame of reference, in terms of context,
performance practice and musical ideologies.

While Yung begins his exploration of the relationship between notation
and performance practice by asking why qin notation does not include the
"notatable" Amy StiUman's "Notating the Unnotatable" asserts that the
"unnotatables" ("unnotatable" from the point of view of the standard Western
staff notation) are precisely the elements that give "hula songs a distinctively
Hawaiian identity" (146). Stillman proposes that notating the unnotatable,
that is, the vocal techniques involved in singing m<XIern Hawaiian hula songs,
is pertinent in transcriptions using Western notation in order for one to perceive
the performance practice-the norms of performance, creativity of the
perfonners-in this musical tradition.

Margarita Maw's concern with the unnotatable is approached from an
entirely different perspective from StiUman. Using infonnation from
spectrographic analysis, Mazo "opens up a world of oral expressivity and
redefines the essence of (Russian] laments" (6). By going beyond structural
musical features such as rhythm, melody, phrasing, etc., that is, the notatable
and easily observable features of the laments, Mazo engages in a detailed
analysis of the unnotatable features of the laments, "the instability and
irregularity of pitch, temporal, and timbral properties (that are) the most
prominent characteristics of effective lamenting" (209). Mazo's study
demonstrates the importance of combining both the 'traditional' means of
transcription and analytical methods with that of electronic analysis in order
to probe into the otherwise implicit properties of laments.

Yu Siuwah's study of a Hakka zither melody in a Cantonese opera, and
Thomas Vennum Jr:s disrussion on the songs of the Great Lakes "Big Drum"
societies among the Algonquian-speaking Indian tribes, engages in the study of
tune identity, based on performance rather than on notated music. While
Vennum demonstrates the "tenacity and accuracy of the oral transmission of
music," Yu shows the "flexibility of musical material" as he traces the Hakka
melody from one genre to another, and from one sub-culture to oth.er sub-cultures
(S). Both authors show th.at the process of music transmission is to a large
extent detennined by its social and contextual forces, which in tum determines
the nature of the product, th.at is, the music itself.

Eileen South.ern and John Ward deal with notation from historical sources
and "treat it as evidence in the study of the identity, genealogy, and
metamorphosis of tunes" (5). Combining her knowledge of the context in which
spirituals were performed in late eighteenth century America with printed
sources of spirituals, Southern reconstructs the history of one such spiritual and
establishes the historical study of music in African Diaspora as an important
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field of inquiry. Ward traces the "five-hundred year history of [the Buffons)
tune-family" and emphasizes the contextual and historical signification that
emerges out of an analysis of tune relationships. His study concludes that "the
history of a (Buffans] ground and its tuneful progeny reveals about the
conservative and conserving nature of British-American popular and
traditional forms of music making, and of the influence of one on the other"
(314).

Anne Dhu McLucas probes into the complexity of musical change and
transmission by examining the multi-layered meaning of the tenn "Folk Song."
Her study raises several issues that are central to our current musical discourse,
each of which deserves a separate study: the deficiency of transcriptions using
Western notation, the innuence of media on musical performance, and the
question of ownership of a song.

Based on a detailed analysis of a Khapsaibi song, Han Kuo-huang's
preliminary study of the music of the Khapsaibi, one of the fifty-five ethnic
minorities in China, lays the groundwork for cross-cultural comparisons
between the Khapsaibi in China, and the Shan (Burma) and Thai (Thailand)
in peninsular Southeast Asia. On the other hand, Jose Maceda engages in a
panoramic study of the inter-relationships among Asian musical cultures based
on "evidence that includes musical sounds, tunings, and other organological
features of contemporary gongs and gong music in China and in Southeast Asia"
(7).

Bonnie Wade's in-depth analysis of the m<X1em twenty-stringed koto in
Japan reflects the dialectics between the issues of tradition and modernization
that are current in Japanese society. As the author notes, the partidpants
involved in the modernization of the traditional kola have developed the new
instrument "for contemporary musical life in that very modern nation" (231).
Wade's ludd explication of the tuning system and the organological
transformations of the new kola expounds her assertion that "(lJike most new
instruments, this koto lis) built on tradition; indeed, its creators intended it to
extend tradition in ways sensible for modem times" (ibid.).

The essays in this book renect the diversity in approach and methodology
that resonates with Rulan Chao Pian's own research process. The combination
of these diverse writings by authors from various backgrounds exemplifies the
editors' aim of portraying the current state of musicological research as being
"open and rich with possibilities." The essays renect the multitudinous
approaches of research based on many of the same themes, the knowledge of
which should be of interest to any aspiring scholar.

Lee Tong Soon
University of Pittsburgh
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Zhongguo Xiao Di [The Chinese Xwo and Dil. By Lin Keren and Chang
Dunming. Nanjing: Nanjing University Publishing House, 1992. 3 Volumes, 223
pp., preface, iconographic sketches of musical instruments, figurines, frescoes,
diagrams, music (dpher) notation, fingering charts for riao and di. RMB 15.00.

Volume One: The History of the Xiao and Di
Volume Two: The Construction of the Xiao and Di
Volume Three: Performance Practice of the Xiao and Di

If we rely on various popular myths on the origins of flutes in Olina, we
need look no further than the legendary Yellow Emperor, who, as the story
goes, ordered ling Lun to rut some bamboo and make a flute imitating the sound
of a phoenix.

While such accounts may abound in the popular imagination, one solid
piece of evidence is worth more than a thousand vague and obscure anecdotes.
Vertical and transverse flutes are pictured in oracle bone inscriptions as early
as the Shang Dynasty (c. 1.5()().....(:. 1066 Be); and as Lin Keren points out, the
Hemudu neolithic site in Yuyao County, Zhejiang Province, has proouced bone
flutes and whistles made from bird tibia dating from approximately 5000 BC,
including a transverse bone flute with six fingerholes and an embouchure hole.

The history of both the xiao and the di have more often than not been
confounded by a complicated web of terminology_ As Uao Fushu notes in the
forward, "(wle could easily enumerate a veritable list of terms that make up
the xiao and di family tree: di, xwo, sheng, di, chi, yue, chu, jiangdi, taigudi,
guxidi, paixiao, dongxiao, hengchui, chiba ... In some cases, the same term is
used to denote two different instruments, while in others, two names are used to
describe the same instTument. .." (p. 3). One could literally drown in the
tenninology soup, starting as early as the Zhou Dynasty (c. 1066-221 BC) and
continuing well up until the northern and southern Song Dynasties (960-1279
AD). One example will suffice here. During the Tang Dynasty (618-907) the
end-blown flute which became known as chibaguan-often cited as the
forerunner of the xiao-was known under at least three other names: the
xiaoguan,shudi and zhongguan.ln Chen Yang'sYueshu a reference is found to
the Iiaoguan, which, unlike the present-day xiao, "had six holes and an
additional side hole where a membrane was applied" (41).

The history section of the book brings together a very comprehensive and
impressive selection of references. However, most of the material presented
could be gleaned from a number of Chinese music books on the subject. The fact
that Un and Chang can provide less than a page on the genesis of a membrane
hole nutcs in China suggests that there is very little documentation available.
Considering the threadbare evidence that survives, why has no Chinese
scholar to my knowledge done any serious work on the provenance of membrane
hole flutes in Qina? How would Di Renjie (630-700), an upright and
perspicadous magistrate-judge-cum-sleuth of the Tang Dynasty (well-known
through Robert Van GuJik's Judge Dee detective novels) go about piecing the
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membrane-hole puzzle together? Perhaps an issue which the authors might
have profitably addressed is whether the idea of drilling a membrane hole on
vertical and transverse flutes originated independently in China dUring the
Tang and early Song dynasties or whether the idea was introduced to China
from somewhere else. And who was Liu Xi? An instrument maker or artisan
attached to the ]iaofang, a perfonning Arts Academy established during the
reign of the Emperor Tang Caozu? An envoy or emissary? While Liu Xi is often
attributed as single-handedly inventing the membrane hole qixingguan, the
fact remains that this rather dubious and murky figure does not appear in any
of the standard musical dictionaries or encyclopaedias. Nor do we have the
foggiest idea when Liu Xi was born or when he died. Moreover, Q\en Yang
makes only the briefest mention of Liu Xi in Chapter 148 of his Yueshu. This
very important reference suggests to me that Olen only recorded what was
considered by the Northern Song Dynasty-and perhaps much earlier-as a
vague and obscure account surrounding the origins of the qixingguan, rather like
Hermes, who in popular Greek mythology is credited with the invention of a
tortoise-shell lyre. Still the nagging question remains. If Liu Xi was indeed the
inventor of a membrane-hole flute during the Tang Dynasty, why does the
earliest data mentioning him date from two hundred years after it was
allegedly created?

The brief but interesting section on xiao and di aesthetics (pp. 80-82)
reminds us that Chinese poetry, painting, calligraphy and literature are rich
in allusions to music and musical instruments. Unfortunately, the authors make
no references to such aesthetic concepts as yijing (roughly translated as the
"mental image," the "inner vision," the "artistic conception") and xianwai
zhiyin, an extra idea which conveys some kind of musical, aesthetic,
philosophic and cosmic significance. In the case of music, it would be the task of
the musician to merely suggest, to provide the barest of musical clues that
would allow a piece of music to "come to life" in the listener's imagination.
Using language as a medium to describe music, particularly when it involves
the listener's aesthetic sensibilities (how do we measure subjectivity?), is, as
Lin points out, extremely difficult. Here language becomes a vehicle as well as
an obstacle in trying to describe something that is aesthestically beautiful.
Many Chinese poets have tried to capture the yijing and the xianwai zhiyin in
their poetry and the Chinese language has several stock idioms to describe the
"lingering charms" (yunwei) of the xiao and the di (see in particularly pp. 81
82).

Despite some of the book's shortcomings, Lin and Chang have produced a
handsome volume and a very comprehensive study which will no doubt provide
an excellent basis for future, more detailed work on the subject.

Peter Micic
Monash University
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News and Information

New Publications

1993 Zhongguo Yinyue NiJmjiJm 1993 IfJ iii••~ KIThe Annual of Chinese
Music, 1993 Volume ). Compiled by Editorial Department of the Annual of
Chinese Music in Research Institute of Music, Chinese Academy of Arts in
Beijing. Editor in Chie(: Tian Qing. Published by Jinan: Shandong Yuoyi
Chubanshe, 1993. 6" x 8" size, hard rover, 835pp. RMB 20.

This is the seventh and latest volume of a series. (For information on the
previous six volumes, see ACMR Newsletter Volume 7, No.}). Covering the
annual records of musical and musicological events which occurred in 1992, it
generally keeps to the format of previous volumes.

Yinyuexue Wenji if.~ X~ IThe Collection of Studies in Musicology].
Edited by the Research Institute of Music, Chinese Academy of Arts in Beijing.
Published by Jinan: Shandong Youyi Chubanshe, 1994. 6" x 8" size, 1447pp. RMB
29.30.

This is a commemorative publication for the fortieth anniversary of the
Research Institute of Music. It contains seventy-eight research works by
researchers in the Institute published since 1984, including some written
specifically for the fortieth anniversary of the Institute. With around
1,000,000 Chinese characters, it reflects the scholarship done at the Institute in
the last decade. (In 1984, the Institute edited another collection for its
thirtieth anniversary, which is entitled Yinyue Yanjiu Wenxuan [The
Collecting Works of Music Research], published by Beijing: Wenhua Yishu
Chubanshe.1t is divided into two volumes, and has around 70,000 Chinese
characters aU together. It contains research works by the researchers in the
Institute published from 1954 to 1984.)

The above two books can be purchased at the Research Institute of Music. For
purchasing infonnation, contact:
U Wenru
The Research Institute of Music
West Building No.1, Xin Yuan Li,
Dong Zhi Men Wai, Beijing 100027
1lle People's Republic of Olina.
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Minzu Yinyue Wen/un Xuancui ~~ ilW)( ri i1~ [Collected Works in
National Music). Edited By Fan Zuyin. Published by Beijing: Zhongguo
Wenlian Chuban Gongsi, 1994. RMB 12.50.

This is a commemorative publication for the thirtieth anniversary of the
China Conservatory of Music. With thirty-seven studies by faculty members of
the Conservatory, they are mostly concerned with traditional Chinese music.

For purchasing information about this book, contact:
1be Issue Department
Zhongguo Wenlian Chuban Gongsi
No. 12A Banchang Hutong
Dongcheng District
Beijing 100009
1be People's Republic of China

Xiao Mei ... and Han Zhong'en ..gR. Yinyue wenhua renleixue 1J • )(
-(t A•• 'Cultural Anthropology in Music], Guangxi kexue jishu chubanshe,
1993. 237pp.

Introducing a scholarly discipline, which the authors call Yinyut wenhua
renleixut (cultural anthropology of music), this book states the domain, the
logical premises of its fundamental theory, and principal issues to be discussed.
Building on two other major disciplines, ethnomusirology and musical
aesthetics, the book describes the foundation and conditions for the construction
of such a discipline.

Sound from Taiwan (Taiwan Yousheng Ziliaoku). Published quarterly in
January, April. July and October. Distributed by Crystal Records. Each issue
contains three full length compact discs and a 9O-page booklet.

Issue One (July 1994):
1. Selections of Fulu Changqiang, including the singing of two Heritage of Arts
Award winners, Wang ]infeng and Pan Yujiao.
2. Qianwang Cezhen (Singing for the Dead) of the Cheng's family in Sanchong
City; the first recording of the music of the funeral rituals in Taiwan, with
musical style close to rock-and-roll.
3. The ]inguang (High-tech) hand-puppet show of the Ming-zheng Hand
Puppet Theatrical Group; the music combines both Chinese and Western
elements, thus reflecting the transformation taking place in Taiwanese operatic
genres.
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Issue Two (October 1994)
1. Taiwan aboriginal music: field recordings by Hsu Tsang-houei in 1978,
featuring songs of the Ami, Puyuma, Yarni, Tayat Siasiyat.

Issue 'Three Uanuary 1995)
1. New year's festive music of the Han people on Taiwan. including Beiguan
music entitled 'iianguan Situ (Heavenly officials bestowing good fortune),"
hand puppet theatre ritual play "San Xian Hui (Meeting of the 'Three
Immortals)," and the Sayin (Eight Sounds) music of the Hakka people.

International rates see tables below. Please send check or international money
order in US currency payable to Crystal Records at Annual Subsoiption Rates
(in US dollars):
Taiwan: 5160
Hong Kong and Macau: 5170.00 (surface)/5195.oo (air)
Asia, Pacific: 5180.00/5210.00
Rest of the World: 5180.00/5230.00

Single Issue Rates
Taiwan: $52
Hong Kong and Macau $55.00/$61.00
Asia, Pacific: $57.00/$65.00
Rest of the World: $57.00/570.00

Please make checks or international money order in US currency payable to
Crytal Records, 1BF-2, No. 37, Sec. 2, San-Min Rd., Pan..Qliao City, Taiwan,
R.O.C.
Tel, 886-2-964-1l385, Fa" 886-2-964-9212
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Recent Dissertatipn Abstracts

The Musical Activities of the Chinese American Communities in the San
Francisco Bay Area: A Social and Cultural Study

Wei·hua Anna Zhang. Ph.D. in Music
University of California at Berkeley, 1994
Committee Q\a.ir: Bonnie C. Wade

Musical performance activities of the Chinese communities in the San
Francisco Bay Area today are indices of ethnic and cultural identities, meeting
particular social and personal needs. from the diverse musical institutions in
which Chinese Americans participate I focus on Chinese opera dubs,
traditional instrumental groups, Western classical music study, Chinese
choruses, and Chinese American jazz groups. The American condition of
overseas Chinese who are from home and indigenous traditions, yet live in a
concentrated Chinese community, is a special situation to which most
immigrant musicians have to adjust. First generation immigrants are using music
as a vehicle to assimilate into the new society, whereas new fusion styles such
as Chinese American jazz have been created because of the second and third
generation Chinese Americans' need to search for a new identity. My conclusion
is that even though social needs playa greater role than musical needs in
building musical institutions and detennining activities, the unique social and
cultural climate in the San Francisco Bay Area not only helps to preserve many
traditional musical styles, but also to develop new Asian American musical
genres which contribute to the multicultural American music.

Immigrant Music and Transnational Discourse: Chintse American Mllsic Culture
in New York City

Su Zheng. Ph.D. in Music
University of California at Berkeley, 1993
Committee Chair: Kay Kaufman Shelemay

The subject of this dissertation is contemporary Chinese American music
culture in New York City, and the immigrant musicians, music groups as well as
cultural institutions that are part of it. Significant changes have taken place in
the last decade in Chinese-American life stemming from a complex process
shaped both by the American context and a transnational flow of resources.

Recent anthropological and ethnomusicological theories of cultural
displacement and cultural complexity se~e as the theoretical basis for this
inquiry. Local immigrant experience and its musical expression, it is proposed,
are conditioned by diasporic movement and a triangular relationship between
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the host country, the homelands and the immigrant society. These constant
multilevel interactions result in a strong historical consciousness, internal
cultural conflicts and the divergent aspirations of individual musicians.

The dissertation is structured to highlight each of the above points, with
individual chapters bringing into focus particular elements of the multifaceted
Chinese American musical world. Beginning with the social history of Chinese
immigTation in America, the dissertation evaluates some of the earliest extant
musical materials and discusses the major musical groups which became active
in New York City before the end of 19705. It then turns to the contemporary
prism of Chinese-American music malcing, refracting its diverse elements by
focusing on musical genres, performance contexts, musical transmission, media
products and networks, individual aspirations, modes of interaction, and
cultural meanings.

The dissertation concludes that the ambiguities and dilemmas faced by
Chinese American musicians are paradigmatic of those experienced by other
peoples living between two or more worlds. The study further reveals that
traditional categories and classifications are no longer adequate, or at least
flexible enough to analyze the multifaceted reality of urban immigrant music
cultures.

Zaisheng Yuan and Meng Lijun: PerfontlJ1nce, Conlert, and Form of TlOO Tanci

Mark A. Bender, Ph.D. in East Asian Languages and Literature
Ohio State University, 1995
Advisor. Timothy C. Wong

ZAishen yuan (Love Reincarnate) by Chen Duansheng is an example of a
style of prosimetric narrative called tanci written and read by elite women in
the late imperial period of China. In the mid-twentieth century, the story was
adapted by performer Pan Boying into a genre of oral narrative called Suzhou
tanei, performed by professionals in story houses for audiences of older persons.
The plot of the story concerns a young woman, Meng Lijun, who escapes an
unwanted marriage engagement by dressing as a young man. After placing first
in the imperial examinations, the brilliant young official (still in disguise)
embarks on a distinguished, though short-lived, career in the Emperor's court.
Of interest to this dissertation is the scene in which the disguised young
official marries the daughter of a high minister, creating an awkward and
surprising situation on the wedding night.

The theoretical focus of the project is on perfonnance, context, and form of
women's land and Suzhou tanci storytelling, stressing the various "means of
communication" used to relate the stories to readers or live audiences. The study
reveals how the original written tanci consists of an intricate weave of several
styles of poetry and prose, employing some of the conventions of the
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"storyteller's manner" common in Chinese fiction. Particular attention is given
to a transcription of the Suzhou storytellers' performance, which is
characterized by a constantly shifting mix of registers of speech, song. musical
accompaniment, and gesture.

The multi-disciplinary method of analysis draws heavily on theories of
the "performanee-centered" or "contextual" school of folkloristics, particularly
the works of Richard Bauman and the syncretic theories of John Miles Foley.
By comparing communicative features in the two stories in terms of constructions
of status and gender, aspects of the artistic and social nature of each genre
become apparent. In general, the study contributes to a greater understanding of
the malUlers in which oral and written media interact in the Chinese context, as
wei) as providing insights into the nature of "meaning" in Chinese narrative.

Tugging at the Native's Htilrtstrings: Nostalgill and the Post-Mao 'Revival' of
the Xian Shi Vue String Ensemble Music of Chaozhou, South China

Mercedes M. DuJunco, Ph.D. in Music
University of Washington, 1994.
Committee Chair: Ter Ellingson

This dissertation is an analysis of the "revival" in the post-Mao era of the
xian shi yue string ensemble music indigenous to the eulture-dialect zone of
Chaozhou in South China. It examines the renewed practice of this music in a
neotraditional style and how it relates to the government's political and
economic agenda and the social situation in China in the current period of
economic reforms.

Since 1949 until the late 19705, the communist leadership in Beijing has
strictly adhered to a cultural policy geared towards promoting social
conformity and eliminating class and regional distinctions among its citizenry.
Today, in a complete about-face, it is allowing and even supporting the practice
of local and regional cultural traditions such as xian shi yue, which had
formerly been labelled "feudal" or "counter-revolutionary" and banned. The
reason behind this paradox may be traced to the economic reforms for which
support is drummed up, especially from Chinese people overseas, through the
use of traditional symbols which inspire nationalist and/or nostalgic
sentiments.

The study examines the nature of nostalgia with specific reference to xian
shi yue and how the longing for one's native place is evoked in native listeners,
particularly potential overseas Chaozhou Chinese investors whom the
government is trying to attract, with the performance of this music. Based on
the notion that nostalgia is transmutable into a musically and culturally
codified sentiment shared by those who have assimilated the musical code, it
is argued that nostalgia is evoked by xilln shi yue through the perfonnance of
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the music in a style approaching the traditional way it used to be perfonned in
pre-socialist times. This style, which is characterized by the intensive use of
melodic variation at different levels of the musical structure, holds meaning for
many Chaozhou natives who had grown up performing and listening to it before
1949. Thus, its "revival" is logical given the need for xian shi yue to be an
effective symbol of Chaozhou regional identity.

(For Chinese titles of the following dissertations, see p. 45.)

An Editorially Revised Interpretation and LiJological Study of the Inscriptions
on Marquis Yi's Chime Bells

Cui Xian.m ~, Ph.D. in Music
Chinese Academy of Arts, 1993
Advisors: Guo Nai'an, Huang Xiangpeng, Qiao Jiangzhong

This study involves a comprehensive study of the lUologyl revealed in the
musicology of the chime bells unearthed from the tomb of Marquis Yi of the
ancient Marquisate of Zeng. It is based on a study on the inscriptions found on
the bells, and on reports of their pitch measurements. In the meantime,
pertinent historical documents have been used for reference and the research
results of earlier scholars assimilated. The work is carried out with the Yuelii 2

in traditional Chinese music as the background. An attempt has been made to
characterize the logical intention of the said lUology, and to interpret all the
inscriptions of the bells. With a view to the fact that the chime bell tuning
system and that of the qin are identical, we come to attain a basic
understanding of the former. Through a luological study of all the pitch-names
and tone-names, we have determined the exact pitch of the 28 pitch-names; the
specific position of the 25 pitches of the Zeng bells in the network of the tone
system; and characterized the li.iological content of the tone-names.

Through an analysis of the inscriptions, we come to see the correlation
between the pitch-names adopted in the different territories of Zeng, Chu and
Zhou. After a careful study of the pitch-names used in dukedom of Chu, we
come to the conclusion that Reibin xiasheng3 was something practiced in Chu,
thus setting right the mistaken views found in the notes and commentaries of
the past. New light has been shed upon the issue of bianW4 found in the pitch
names system of Zhou.

From the historical change and development of the Yuelu practiced in the
pre-Qin period, we come to the following conclusion in this dissertation: in the
logical intention of the form of traditional Chinese music, there consistently
exists a stable structure. The practice of Yuelii has been developing in a
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reciprocal and spiral manner, from simplicity and conciseness to complexity and
back, from experience to theory and back. The traditional musical heritage has
an unbreakable historical relationship with the music of remote antiquity. The
pre-Qin Yuelii, as displayed in the chime bell music, involves a comprehensive
synthesis of the ancient court music of the later generations. It is thus concluded
that the pre-Qin Yuelfi serves as the important, indispensable basis that
enables us to obtain a commanding view of the macro-and micro-structure of
China's traditional music system.

Notes:
1. Liiology: Research theory of pitches, tempraments and their usage in music.
2. Yuelii: The theory of tonoal system.
3. Rribin xiRsheng: A temperament in ancient Chinese music.
4. Bianlii: Non-basic pitches.

On the Intonation Sense of Musicians: A Study on Hearing Psychology In

Relation to Temperametlt Theory

Han Baoqiang .. W~, Ph.D. in Music
Chinese Academy of Arts, 1993
Advisors: Miao Tianrui, Huang Xiangpeng, Guo Nai'an

Musicians' sense of intonation is a most important factor for intonation
control in the performance of music. Through psychophysics we can study
musicians' perception of the sense of intonation. This is a pre-requisite for the
study of temperament theory, and is also very useful for establishing a
standard of pitch error in musical instruments.

This dissertation is based on an experiment on the hearing psychology of
145 musicians. Conclusions drawn are as follows. 1. For most musicians, the just
noticeable difference UNO) in pitch is from 6 to 8 cents. 2. The musicians' }NO is
better than normal people for the median or low tones. 3. Acquired hearing
training can improve one's ability with regard to ]NO in pitch. 4. For most
musicians, the limit of pitch error in the melody is from -10 to +10 cents, and in
harmony from -38 to +10 cents. 5. The limits of pitch error of an orchestral
conductor are less than the other musicians.

This dissertation states some viewpoints and ideas as below. 1. In the study
of temperament, the factor of hearing psychology should be included. 2. From
standpoint of musical practice, twelve-tone equal temperament, Pythagorean
tuning system and just intonation are all valid. 3. The error factor should be
considered in the study of musical measurement. 4. It is necessary to establish a
standard of musical measurement as soon as possible.
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Complete List of Thegs and Dissertations on Music from the Chinese AcadeCl)'
pfArt:i

The Graduate School of the Chinese Academy of Arts was established in
1978. Its Music Department is administered in cooperation with the Research
Institute of Music of the Academy. All administrators and instructors of the
Music Department hold concurrent appointments in the Research Institute of
Music, which include some of the pre-eminent Chinese music scholars: the late
Yang Yinliu W iW; til, Miao Tianrui • '* JIM , Guo Nai'an ,~ P; ~ , Li
Chunyi;f'~ - , Ii Liankang i1i 8m , and Huang Xiangpeng. JII D. The
Chairman of the Department is Guo Nai'an. Since 1978, three classes of
graduate students have received their M.A. degrees and become professional
mainstays and leaders in the Institute and other academic units around the
country. Since 1986, when the Music Department started its Ph.D. program,
three students have received their Ph.D. degrees.

1be following are graduate students of the first class who graduated with M.A.
degrees in 1981. Their theses are all published in Zhongguo yishu yanjiuyan
yanjiusheng bu (Graduate School, Chinese Academy of Arts]' ed. Shuoshi
xutwei lunwen.ji, yinyut jUQn [Collection of M.A. Theses, Music VolumeJ
(Beijing: Wenhua yishu chubanshe (Culture and Arts Press], 1983).

Jiang Thngsui Ii :E III
Shanxi chutu xizhou zhong yanjiu ~ l§ It ± l§ II II. mJt (Research into
Bells of the Western Zhau Dynasty Unearthed in Shaanxi Province!.

Feng]iexuan II iI ff
Lun Zhengwei zhi yin ~ ~ lti Z ff [The Music of the Zheng and Wei
States during the Eastern Zhou Dynasty).

He Changlin iP:f .§I t*
Tianping pipa pu zhi kao, jie, yi '* sp. f6 f!;e z:f; ,Wl, n; [Textual
Research on the Tempyo Biwap Pu with Elucidation and Transcription)

Zhang Jingwei~~ il
Lunxuetangyuege;&.~.~ (On the 'School Songs' Written in the Early
Years of the Twentieth Century].

Qiao ]ianzhong ,,11. q;.
Hanzu shange yanjiu til & l1J C: lVf~ (A Study of Han Chinese shan'ge].
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Wu Guot!orl;!li iii If
Yuejiang liuyii xibu gezu duoshengbu mingge yanpu.1I iilllll i!i ftI5 3 ..~
" • ~ It if 11: (A Shldy of Multi-part Minorities Folksongs in the West Yue
River Valley).

Wang Ningy; I:.-
Cong o<jU guanxi kan gequ zhongde ymyue xingxiang~ ~ dlIl1l ;\; 'It tl: dlI '"
(t:J ...ti.. [An Examination of the Relationships between Music and Text
in the Shldy of the Musicallmages in Songs].

Uang Yong>heng!l1*!to
Yinyue shi yizhong teshu de yishu siwei-Dui yizhong lilun de piping he
xiuzheng 'If. IE - "" ~.1f.J Ii iii Ill:~ IMusic is a Special Way of
Artistic Thinking-Criticism and Correction of a Certain Theory).

jii Qihong!!l ~:i:
Guanyii gejii chongehang jige liJun wenti de chubu tantao IITtl:". III 11. ..
lIlllllllllllf.J~!F Ill! tt IProbing into Some Theo<eticallssues of the
Vocal Ensembles in Operas).

Wei Tingge .If 13
Lun woguo gangqin ymyue chuangzuo la fi iii I! 3l' 'Il' • tg f'F IOn the
Compositions of Olinese Piano Music).

Xie Tianji W7( e
He Luting qianqi chuangzuo de fengge tczheng jiqi Iishi yiyi "~ITWJJJ an
f'F If.J 11I.13~ llllJl.~ II! ~:t tllThe Stylistic Fearn,es and
Historical Significance of He Luting's Early Works).

Wu Wenguang l'\ X Jt
Gudai qinqu dapu ji-Jieshidiao Yulan ji Shenqi Mipu shangjuan Taigu Shenpin
Sft3l'.rrm~~6~.~IJl.".~m~~~S"~IA
Collection of Transcriptions of Qin Music-Jieshidiao Yulan and Other Pieces
from the First Volume of the Qin Collection Shenqi Mipll).

The (ollowing are graduate shldents of the second class who graduated with
M.A. degrees in 1985. Their theses have been published in journals as indicated.

Tian Qing ED ~
Fojiao yinyue de huahua Ul ft fit -= rt-J tjI {t fSinicization of Buddhist
Music) Published in Shijie Zongjiao Yanjiu (The World's Religions Research)
No.3,1985.
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QinXiill!J!'
Woguo nanfangGaoshan, Wa, Mioo dengzu de timing mugu yii youguan yinyue
qiyuan de jige wenti D: iii m15 Jll1J, iI. iii 'If iJ< l(,j l* ..*R ll! WIlIW
!II ill Ii l(,j Jl. tloo III [The Slit Drums of Gaoshan, Wa, Miao and Other
Ethnic Minorities in South China and Their Implications on the Origin of
Musiel. Published in Zhongguo Yinyuaue (Musicology in Otina] No.1, 1985 and
No.1, 1986.

ZengSuijinltll!~

Liangshan Yizhe kouxian ~ l1J ,. iJ< l:l 'li [The Jew's Harp of the Yi People
in Liangshan District]. Published in ZJwngguo Yinyuaue [Musicology in China]
No.2,1986,

Xue Yibing if B A
Yangge yinyue yanjiu ~ 1ft if.liJf 91: [A Study of the Music of the Dance-song
Yangge]. Published in two parts: ''Yangge Yuanliu Biarud" [The Origin and
Development of Yangge] in Wudao Yishu [Arts of Dance] No.4, 1986; "Sidi
Yangge Wuqii to [Yangge Music in Four Different Areasl in Zhongguo yinyuaue
(Musicology in China] No.1, 1990.

WuBen~"
Omantong pipa xiaoqu yanjiu if if: g ~ IJ\ lUI liJf 91: (A Study of Traditional
Short Pieces of Pipa]. Published in: Yinyue Yanjiu (Music Research] No.3, 1987.

Chen Mingdao" '9lli
Chuanjii gaoqiang bangqiang zhongde yuqid tuoqiang yanjiu III flillll'1l11l'1
'fJ tf.J 11« a-J ff F1li1f 91: (A Study of Some Singing Issues in Sichuan Opera].
Published in Chwmjii Yishu [The Arts of the Sichuan Operal No. 1·3, 1986.

KuangHui~.

Liu Xue'an jiqi yinyue chuangzu pingshu III 1!l If.lit ~W!II'U ff Ill!
(On Uu Xue'an and His Music Compositions]. Published in Zhongyang yinyue
:cueyuan :cuebao Doumal of the Central Conservatory of Music] No.2, 1986.

The following are graduate students of the third class who graduated with
M.A. degrees in 1988. Their theses are published in ZhonggJlo yinyuexue
(Musicology in China] No.1, 1989.

Fei Denghong .1Il ilt
Hanxii yii xianwai zhiyin-Zhongguo wenren yinyue shenmei tese tan ~ Ii ;II
~?1-Z ff·..q:. lEI X J... ff. W~ tW ~ al (Implication and Meaning
outside the Sound-ibe Aethetics of Otinese Literati Music).
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Sun Chuan llill
Lun yinyue yin'gao jiegou de shenmei jichu-jianji taW lun yU zilii lun zai yinyue
yUlgao ji yin rengci de keguan ronghe!lll\' II! 'll' Ji(1t; lI! t(,J 'If .. Ii 1iI!-
.&S••~~•• ~ll'II!'ll'.&'ll'.~t(,J~DM*
(On the Aesthetic Foundation of the Tuning Structure of Music).

Zhang Zhentao 'IiII.
Zhongguo chuantong yinyue shasheng wenti de yuexue liIun yanjiu tfr iii. at:
1l' II! lIlIWIIIl. t(,J II! "'II_II! 3t [Theoretical Study on the Issue of
Ending Pitches in Traditional 0Unese Music)

Yang XiaoJu II !lU.
Skhuan muli Pami Zangzu yinyue kaocha yanjiu I!!I /II *!I! 18 JIt 11I11; ll'
Il:l;". if" (Observation and Study of the Music of the Pami Tibetan People
in the Mull area of Sichuan Province)

Zhao Zhongming 1II ill' 1Jj
Wushu yinyue yanjiu m#i fill iJf" [Study on the Music of SorcerersI

Fang Jianjun n11_
Kaogu faxian xianqin qing yanjiu ~ ~ IIm~ I! f3lJf~ .. (Study on the
Unearthed Qing (sonorous stone) dated before the Qin Dynasty}

Wang Zichu ITt»
Xun Xii diJii de guankou jiaozheng wenti yanjiu olij Ib mU!1t-J 1r [J ~ iE rm II
if~" (Study in the Adjustment of the Pipe End of the Aute Temparement by
XunXiil

Gao XingJi("
JianJun Anbian Chengxong xiansheng de Tangdai yinyucshi yanjiu a ~ ~
II m! II;\;!E II'J Illl\: l\'. '" II! 3t IOn the Study of the Musk In the
Tang Dynasty by Mr. Anbian ChengxongJ

Uu Hongjun I'lJ tI: 1Il
Tongguo wuwei zuoqujia de zhuyao zuopin lun Zhongguo jiaoxiang yinyue fengge
p~an~p,W~K.~~.t(,J~~~&•• ~2Wl\'.

II~ M: '" tf.J t\ rf" (Studies on the Development of Chinese Symphonic
Music by Examination of Main Works of Five Composersl
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Ph. D. dissertations

Yang Xiaolu Will ..
Naxizu Dongbajiao yinyue yanjiu!I'J i!!i ll; Jl! E l!lt ll'. iIll'l: (Study of the
Music of the Dongba Religion of the Naxi peoplel. December 1991.

Han Baoqiang Ie. l!i
Yinyuejia de yinzhungan-yii Iii :roe youguan de tingjue xinli yanjiu if•• ff.J
.11. 5--1ll. '" W III B'J Ifi 1I,j) II iIll'l: (On the Intonation Sense of
Musicians: A Study on Hearing Psychology in Relation to Temperament
Theoryl. April 1993.

Cui Xian lIi 1I!
Zenghou Yi bianzhong zhongming jiaoshi jiqi yuexue yanjiu :it it~ ill•• at
t2. &. X •• iff R I An Editorially Revised Interpretation and
LUological Study of the Inscriptions On Marquis Vi's Chime Bellsl. September
1993.
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Fortbromins Conferences

The 18th meeting of ACMR will be held on Thursday. October 19, 1995, in
UCLA in conjunction with the annual meeting of the Society for
Ethnomusicology. Proposals for presentation should be sent by September 1 to
Bell Yung. Music Dpeartment. University of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh, PA 15260;
Fax: 412-624-4186. As usual, ACMR encourages graduate students to participate
and solicits reports on research in progress, fieldwork experiences, and in-depth
discussion of narrowly focused subjects.

1lle 18th Pacific Congress of Science. with the general theme of "Population,
Resources and Environment: Prospects and Initiatives" will be held June 5-12,
1995 at the Beijing International Convention Center in Beijing. China. The
Congress consists of five symposia and. nineteen paper sessions, among which of
relevance to ACMR is the session titled Ihe Traditional Music of the Pacific
Areas and Their Role in the 21st Century," ronvened by Barbara B. Smith of the
University of Hawaii with co-eonvenor Du Yaxiong of the China Music
Conservatory (Beijing). For infonnation, contact Prof. FU Congbin, 18th Pacific
Science Congress Secretariat, c/o Laboratory of Climate Research, Institute of
AbnOSpheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences; Tel: (86)-1-257-5034; Fax:
(86)-1-256-2458.

'95 International Symposium on the Art of the Chinese Ancient Qin ('95
Zhongguo guqin yishu guoji jiaoliuhui) will be held from July 18 to 23 in
Chengdu in Sichuan Province. The conference will include scholarly papers,
performances. and exhibition of instruments and painting/calligraphy.
Registration fee for overseas participants is US$SO. For further information.
contact:
Tang Zhongliu
'95 Intemational Symposium on the Art of the Chinese Ancient Qin
15 Zongfu Lu, Shudu Dadao
Chengdu, Sichuan
China 610016
Tel: 675-1653, 675-1511 ex. 2001
Fax: 554-7286
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Reports on Recent Meetinp and CQnfen:nces

The 17th meeting Qf ACMR was held from 8 to 11 p.m. on 20 October 1994, at
Hyatt Regency Hotel, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, in conjunction with the annual
meeting of the Society for Ethnomusicology. Attendees include Nimrod
Bemoviz, Mercedes Dujunco, Victor Fung. Nancy Guy, Kuo-Huang Han, Alan
Kagan, Fred Lau, Shek-Kam Lee, Fred Lieberman, William MaIm, Terry
Miller, Brent Mullone, Helen Rees, Valerie Samson, Kay Shelton, Barbara
Smith, julie Stephens, Amy Stillman, jingfa Sun, judith Teicher, Li Wei,
Cynthia Wong, Wen-hsiung Yen, Ben Yung, Wei-hua Zhang, Su Zheng. Three
reports were given by Victor Fung, Nancy Guy, and Fred Lieberman. After a
break., a business meeting was convened. Bell Yung circulated accounts prepared
by Wu Ben. Thereafter the topic of discussion was possible changes to the
ACMR Newsletter. At the end of discussion, it was resolved that the name of
the publication be changed from ACMR Ncwslctter to ACMR Reports, and that
membership dues be increased by $5.

The annual meeting of Chinoperl (Conference on Chinese Oral and Performing
Literature) was held at the George Washington University in Washington DC
on AprilS and 6, 1995, in conjunction with the annual meeting of the Association
for Asian Studies. Papers were given by Chen Fan Pen, Du Wenwei, Almas
Khan, Terry Liu, Richard Simmons, Wang Ch'iu-kui, and Grace Wiersma. A
business meeting was held on AprilS.

The Eighth Annual Meeting of The SQciety of Traditional Chinese Music
"'IiIMIi!:'lfll!Ki~lllJ\II!i'FfI
was held at the Fujian Normal University in Fuzhou from November 1 to 4,
1994. The Central topic was "Comparative study about traditional Chinese
music." About one hundred scholars from various places in China, as well as a
few scholars from Hong Kong and Germany, attcnded the meeting. Seventy-five
research papers were given. The topics included comparative studies between
traditional Chinese and other countries' music; between different ethnic SToups'
music in China; between musics of different regions in China; between different
types of music, instruments and pieces within a ethnic group or a region; and the
comparative study of different cultural contexts of music.
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The Fifth Symposium of The Annaud of Chinese Music
"'1iI1l'."'Il1111il!i"'lIjillWfi
was held at the Hebei Normal College in Shijiazhuang from September 24 to
27, 1994. It was sponsored by Editorial Department of The Annual of Chjnese
Music in the Research Institute of Music in Beijing, the Hebei Normal College,
and other related offices in Hebei Province. 1t had three main topics: 1. The
relationship between ancient and present times in the history of music; 2.
Discussion on the articles in the history of Chinese music in the published
volumes of The Annual of Chinese Music; 3. Review and prospect of the
development of music culture in Hebei Province in recent years. About forty
scholars from Beijing, Shanghai, and the provinces of Shandong, Heilongjiang,
Sichuan and Hebei attended the meeting. The editor in chief of The Annual of
Chinese Music, Tian Qing, the second in chief Han Zhongen and Zhang
Zhentao, as well as a member of Editorial Department, Xiang Yang, gave key
speeches on the three main topics.

"94 Colloquium of Manchu Music Culture in 0Una

94 '" IiIIU, '1l' !II X jt '" lIj ill Wfi
was held at The Cultural Bureau of Dandong in Dandong City from July 18 to 21,
1994. The first scholarly meeting focused on Manchu music, it was sponsored by
'The Association of Chinese Musicians, The Society of Ethnic Minorities' Music,
and Shenyang Conservatory of Music. Thirty-four scholars from Uaoning, Jilin,
Helongjiang and Hebei Provinces, as well as Beijing and Shanghai, attended
the meeting. The President of the Society of Korean National Music, Professor
Quan Wu-Sheng, and his two students also came to the meeting from Korea.
Twenty-eight research papers were presented at the meeting. Discussion
focused on the following three topics: 1. The scope of Manchu music; 2.
Morphological study in Manchu music; 3. Study in Shaman music among Manchu
people. Attendees also watched the video show of Shaman rituals. They
dcddcd to establish a Society for Manchu Music in China.

A series of activities entitled One Hundred Years of Taiwanese Music was
organized by the White Egret Foundation to commemorate the 100th
anniversary of the beginning of the Japanese Occupation of Taiwan in 1895, and
the 50th anniversary of the end of the Japanese Occupation of Taiwan in 1945.
The series of activities included a three-day conference from March 6 to 8, 1995,
lecture series on Taiwan musical genres every Saturday afternoon from March
till May, and a number of concerts featuring Taiwanese folk and popular songs.
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The first conference of the Asia-Pacific Society for Ethnomusicology (formed in
April 1994) was held in Seoul Korea from Nov. 13-18 1994, with participants
from Taiwan, mainland China, Japan, the Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam,
Indonesia, and Korea. Several perfonning groups from Japan, 1llailand, China
were invited to present nightly performances. The second conference is
scheduled to be held in Osaka from Oct. 23 to 27 in 1995.

Gathering of students of Cai Deyun in celebration of her thirty years of
teaching guqin

llU! Jt *' tifi II! '!II' .=:+ "" IiIJ I'Hfl!I!
was held in the art galleries of the Center for the Promotion of Chinese Culture
in Hong Kong on December 24, 1994. An unofficial purpose was to celebrate the
89th birthday of Cai Laoshi. Organized by two of her students, Lau Cho-Wah
and Sou Si-Tai, the yaji was attended by about fifty of Cai Laoshi's students
and their students, including several from overseas who returned specifically
for the occasion. Aside from much qin playing, tea drinking. and picture-taking.
Cai Laoshi made available two of her calligraphy as top prizes for a prize
drawing. A sumptuous banquet was held afterwards in a restaurant nearby.

People and Places

Nancy Guy has recently been awarded the prestigious AMS SO Award by the
American Musicological Society_ The grant will support the writing of Guy's
Ph.D. dessertation, "Peking Opera and Politics on Post·1949 Taiwan."

Qiao Jianzhong, director of the Research Institute of Music in Beijing. visited
Taiwan from March 13 to 26, 1995. During his stay, Qiao gave lectures at
several universities and musical institutions.
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Information for Authors

1. For research articles, submit two copies of all material related to the article,
an abstract of no more than 100 words, and a short abstract in Chinese.
Manusoipts must be in English and observe United States conventions of usage,
spelling and punctuation. Manuscripts submitted should not have been
published elsewhere not should they simltaneoulsly be under review or
scheduled for publication in another journal or in a book. For bibliography, book
reviews, and news items, only one copy needs to be sent without abstracts.
2. Please send your article, bibliography, and book reviews in hard copy as
well as on a floppy disk. Specify on the disk label all necessary information for
your file (Mac or IBM, Word·processing software used, etc). For news items, you
may send by fax, e-mail, or hard copy.
3. Please observe the following style guides.

• Type your paper on good quality, 8 1/2" by 11" paper, on one side only.
Type everything double spaced, including indented quotes, lists, notes,
tables, captions, and references. Allow at least a 1" margin on top, bottom,
and left side. On the right side, leave at least 1 1/2" <the width of a Post·lt
Note), so that the copy editor will have plenty of room in which to write
queries.
• Do not use right justification or other elaborate formatting commands on
your word processor.
• Number all pages, except copies of illustrations, in the following order:
text, notes, tables, captions, glossary.
• Please type your paper's title and your name, exactly as you want it to
appear in the ACMR Reports, in capts·and·lowercase on separate lines at
the top of the first page of your paper. Do not include a separate title page.
• If you use subheadings in your paper, please try not to exceed one level
(that is, subheading under subheading). They should all be typed caps
and-lowercase and flush left.
• Captions should also be typed double spaced, consecutively, beginning
on a new page. No single caption may exceed 4lines in length.
• It is important that references be complete, accurate, and prepared in
one consistent style.
• Text citations should follow the author..<Jate system:
Rulan Chao Pian 0976:135) further argues that....
... has influenced the work of a number of scholars <e.g., Cohen and
Comaroff 1976; Watson 1981; Nocrman 1988).
• Use "et al." only for works with four or more authors. Do not use "ibid."
• Your bibliography or references cites should follow the Scientific Style.
Be sure to double space your references.
Kraus, Richard Kurt
1989 PiJloos and Politics in Chinn. Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Yang.. Yinliu
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1962 Gongchepu qianshuo (Brief discussion of solfege). Beijing: Yinyue
Chubanshe.
Penis, Arnold
1983 "Music as Propaganda: Art at the Command of Doctrine in the

People's Republic of China." Ethnomusirology 27():1-28.
.. For older works, please cite the original date of publication, even if you
are actually using a more recent reprint edition. Then, in the full
bibliographic reference, give the reprint information after the original
date and title:
Van Gulik, Robert H.
1969 Hsi K'ang and his Poetical Essay on the Lute. First published 1941.

Tokyo, Japan and Rutland, Vermont: The Charles E. Tuttle Company.
.. Notes should be typed, double spaced, beginning after the last
paragraph of the text, since they will be set at the end of each paper and
not as footnotes. Please key them to raised numbers in the text, which
should fall after the punctuation at the end of a sentence:
as is said to be the case in China.1

.. Do not include Chinese characters in your text. Attach to your paper a
glossary of Chinese characters for all terms and names that appear in
Romanized form in the text.


